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.ET .EUTRALITY "ESIEGED BY #OMCAST #ORP V &##




Who controls the internet? The question itself is startling AND THERE IS NO
CONCRETE ANSWER (OWEVER THERE ARE MULTIPLE AVENUES THROUGH WHICH ACCESS TO THE
INTERNET AND ITS CONTENT CAN BE AFFECTED 4RADITIONALLY THERE HAS BEEN A BALANCE OF
CONTROL OVER THE INTERNET BY BOTH MARKET AND REGULATORY FORCES THAT ENGENDERED HIGH
LEVELS OF INNOVATION AND PROFIT ! RECENT CASE HEARD IN THE 5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF
!PPEALS FOR THE $ISTRICT OF #OLUMBIA #IRCUIT #OMCAST #ORP V &##
4HIS PAPER FOCUSES ON THE NOW UNCERTAIN RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN )NTERNET 3ERVICE
0ROVIDERS h)30Sv	 FORPROFIT CORPORATIONS THAT PROVIDE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET AND
THE &EDERAL #OMMUNICATIONS #OMMISSION h&##v	 THE GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY THAT
PURPORTEDLY REGULATES ACCESS AND USE OF THE INTERNET BY UTILIZING THE PRINCIPLES OF
.ETWORK .EUTRALITY h.ET .EUTRALITYv	 4HERE WILL BE A BRIEF BACKGROUND SECTION ON
THE CONCEPT OF .ET .EUTRALITY A PLATFORM THAT HAS ENCOURAGED OPEN UNIFORM ACCESS
TO THE INTERNET FROM ITS INCEPTION AND .ET .EUTRALITYS IMPORTANCE IN OUR AGE OF
UNCEASING TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT
SHOOK THAT
BALANCE AND CALLED INTO QUESTION THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS REGULATORY AUTHORITY OVER
THE INTERNET 4HE GOVERNMENT MUST REGAIN ITS AUTHORITY EITHER BY EHANCED ADVOCACY
IN FRONT OF THE JUDICIARY OR LEGISLATIVE ACTION IF THE INTERNET IS TO REMAIN AN
INNOVATIVE AND ECONOMICALLY VIABLE SPACE FOR GENERATIONS TO COME
 .EXT A LEGAL BACKGROUND SECTION WILL
PRESENT INFORMATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE LAW WHICH GOVERNS THE &## AND RELEVANT
CASE LAW
Ú  !DAM (OLOFCENER
! LARGE SECTION WILL THEN COVER THE EVENTS LEADING UP TO #OMCAST #ORP V

 *$ #ANDIDATE 5NIVERSITY OF -ARYLAND &RANCIS +ING #AREY 3CHOOL OF ,AW -AY  4HANKS TO ALL MY
FAMILY FRIENDS AND "ALTIMORE 4HIS DOCUMENT HAS NO COPYRIGHT AND CAN BE FREELY USED BY ANYONE
!DAM(OLOFCENER,AW GMAILCOM HTTPWWWKUNSTEMPORARYCOM
 3EE */.!4(!. :)442!). 4(% &5452% /& 4(% ).4%2.%4 !.$ (/7 4/ 34/0 )4  	 h4HE   
)NTERNET WAS A NETWORK THAT NO ONE IN PARTICULAR OWNED AND THAT ANYONE COULD JOINv	
  &D  $# #IR 	
 3EE INFRA 0ART ))
 3EE INFRA 0ART )))
.:I .:JIG6A>IN ":H>:<:9
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&## THE CASE ITSELF AND ITS PROGENY 4HIS SECTION ILLUSTRATES WHEN THE 5NITED 3TATES
#OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE $ISTRICT OF #OLUMBIA #IRCUIT CHALLENGED THE &##S POWER
TO REGULATE CERTAIN PARTS OF THE INTERNET AND ENFORCE .ET .EUTRALITY PRINCIPLES
AGAINST )30S ! BRIEF DISCUSSION OF THE &##S RESPONSE TO THE $# #IRCUITS OPINION
WILL BE FOLLOWED BY A SUMMARY OF IMPENDING LAWSUITS AGAINST THE &## FILED BY
GROUPS BOTH FOR AND AGAINST .ET .EUTRALITY &INALLY THIS ARTICLE WILL ANALYZE THE TWO
WAYS THAT THE GOVERNMENT CAN MAINTAIN .ET .EUTRALITY 	 THE &## CAN CONVINCE
THE COURT THAT IT HAS PROPER AUTHORITY TO REGULATE THE INTERNET OR 	 #ONGRESS CAN
PASS LEGISLATION
II. Background and Importance of Net Neutrality 
#LARIFICATION OF THIS ISSUE IS VITAL BECAUSE WITHOUT .ET .EUTRALITY
THE PROLIFERATION OF ONLINE INNOVATION AND NOVEL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT WILL CEASE
! 7HAT )S .ET .EUTRALITY
.ETWORK .EUTRALITY h.ET .EUTRALITYv	 IS THE IDEA THAT THE INTERNET WORKS BEST WHEN
ALL CONTENT SITES AND PLATFORMS ARE TREATED EQUALLY 4HE EQUAL TREATMENT OF THE
INTERNETS CONTENT IS DIRECTLY CONTROLLED BY )NTERNET 3ERVICE 0ROVIDERS h)30Sv	 THE
CORPORATIONS TO WHOM THE PUBLIC PAYS A FEE IN ORDER TO ACCESS THE INTERNET SUCH AS
#OMCAST #ORPORATION h#OMCASTv	 6ERIZON 7IRELESS AND !44 )NC .ET
.EUTRALITY POSITS THAT INDIVIDUALS WHO PAY SIMILAR RATES TO AN )30 FOR ACCESS TO THE
INTERNET SHOULD HAVE SIMILAR ACCESS TO ALL LEGAL CONTENT THAT THE GLOBAL INTERNET OFFERS
AND THAT CONTENT SHOULD TRAVEL OVER THE NETWORK AT THE SAME RATE 4HE )30 IS
SUPPOSED TO NEUTRALLY APPLY ACCESS TO THE INTERNET WITHOUT FOR EXAMPLE BLOCKING
CERTAIN CONTENT OR SLOWING DOWN CERTAIN APPLICATIONS
4IM 7U A PROFESSOR AT #OLUMBIA ,AW 3CHOOL PROPOSED A USEFUL ANALOGY
COMPARING THE INTERNET WITH ANOTHER NETWORK THE ELECTRIC GRID WHOSE PROVIDERS
OFFER A NEUTRAL EXPERIENCE TO ITS CUSTOMERS !S 7U STATED h;T=HE ELECTRIC GRID DOES
NOT CARE IF YOU PLUG IN A TOASTER AN IRON OR A COMPUTERv ! CUSTOMER IS NOT
PRECLUDED FROM USING THE ELECTRIC GRID FOR ANY LEGAL PURPOSE AFTER THAT CUSTOMER HAS
PAID TO USE THE GRID
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6
4HE INTERNET DOES DIFFER IN SOME KEY ASPECTS FROM THE ELECTRIC
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6
 3EE INFRA 0ART 6
 4IM 7U .ETWORK .EUTRALITY &!1 HTTPWWWTIMWUORGNETWORK?NEUTRALITYHTML LAST VISITED !PR
 	 4IM 7U COINED THE TERM h.ET .EUTRALITYv AND ADVISES THE /BAMA !DMINISTRATION ON ISSUES OF ONLINE
COMPETITION 3EE 0ATRICK +INGSLEY 4HE 7U -ASTER 4(% '5!2$)!. -AR   AT ' AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWGUARDIANCOUKTECHNOLOGYMARTHEMASTERSWITCHTIMWUINTERNET SEE GENERALLY 4)- 75
4(%-!34%2 37)4#( 	
 ,AWRENCE ,ESSIG  2OBERT 7 -C#HESNEY .O 4OLLS ON THE )NTERNET 7!3( 0/34 *UNE   AT
/PINIONS AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWWASHINGTONPOSTCOMWPDYNCONTENTARTICLE!2
HTML
 )D
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GRID SUCH AS ITS INCEPTION AND DEVELOPMENT BUT THESE FACTS REINFORCE THE INTERNETS
HERITAGE AS A NETWORK NEUTRALLY APPLIED TO ITS USERS AND CONTENT ! BRIEF LOOK AT THE
INTERNETS HERITAGE SERVES TO HIGHLIGHT WHY .ET .EUTRALITY IS IMPORTANT TO KEEPING
THE INTERNET VIBRANT AND VIABLE IN THE FUTURE
" 7HY )S .ET .EUTRALITY )MPORTANT
4HE INTERNET WAS FOUNDED AND DEVELOPED ON THE PRINCIPLES OF .ET .EUTRALITY
/RIGINALLY THE INTERNET WAS USED ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY BY UNIVERSITIES AND THE
GOVERNMENT 4HE GOALS OF THESE ENTITIES FOCUSED ON RESEARCH COMMUNICATION AND
SECURITY 4HE INSTITUTIONS THAT USED THE INTERNET WANTED AND NEEDED TO BE ABLE TO
TRANSFER INFORMATION OVER THE NETWORK WITH AS MUCH EASE AND FREEDOM AS POSSIBLE
4HE SMOOTH AND UNENCUMBERED TRANSFER OF INFORMATION WAS IMPORTANT BECAUSE THE
INTERNET PROMOTED AND NECESSITATED COLLABORATION BETWEEN ITS USERS 4HE INTERNET
WAS BUILT FROM THE GROUND UP BY ITS USERS SPEAKING DIRECTLY TO ONE ANOTHER AND
BUILDING OFF EACH OTHERS CREATIONS $URING THE INTERNETS NASCENT PERIOD .ET
.EUTRALITY WAS CRUCIAL IN THAT IT ENGENDERED AN ENVIRONMENT PRONE TO OFFER
UNFETTERED ONLINE ACCESS TO ALL USERS )F THIS HAD NOT BEEN THE CASE THEN THE INTERNET
WOULD NOT HAVE DEVELOPED INTO SUCH AN INNOVATIVE TOOL A TOOL WITH THE PROPENSITY
FOR INFINITE INNOVATION (OWEVER .ET .EUTRALITY BLOSSOMED NATURALLY BECAUSE THE
ORIGINAL INTERNET WAS COUCHED IN ACADEMIC AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS 4HE NEED FOR
.ET .EUTRALITY ONLY BECAME APPARENT WHEN THE INTERNET SERVICE BECAME PROPRIETARY
AND )30S OFFERED INTERNET ACCESS TO PUBLIC USERS THE MAJORITY OF WHOM SOLELY
CONSUME THE INTERNET WITHOUT PARTICIPATING IN ITS FURTHER CREATION
 3EE 1! 4HE NETWORK NEUTRALITY DEBATE ""# .%73 $EC 	 HTTPWWWBBCCOUKNEWS
TECHNOLOGY h!NY ATTEMPT TO RESTRICT ;OPEN ACCESS TO THE INTERNET= SAY ADVOCATES WOULD BE AN ATTACK
ON THE VERY PRINCIPLE THE INTERNET WAS FOUNDED UPONv	
!S THE INTERNET
ENTERED THE MARKET )30S MOVED TOWARD MODELS THAT DIVERSELY AND COMPLETELY
 7ILLIAM - "ULKELEY "OLT "ERANEK TO !CQUIRE &ROM 3TANFORD 0ROVIDER OF )NTERNET FOR 3ILICON 6ALLEY
7!,, 34 * *UNE   AT " h4HE )NTERNET    WAS ORIGINALLY USED MAINLY FOR NONPROFIT COMMUNICATIONS
AMONG ACADEMICS RESEARCHERS AND OTHERSv	
 )D
 3EE *OHN 0ERRY "ARLOW ! $ECLARATION OF )NDEPENDENCE OF #YBERSPACE HTTPWEFFORG#ENSORSHIP
)NTERNET?CENSORSHIP?BILLSBARLOW?DECLARATION LAST VISITED !PR  	 h#YBERSPACE CONSISTS OF
TRANSACTIONS RELATIONSHIPS AND THOUGHT ITSELF ARRAYED LIKE A STANDING WAVE IN THE WEB OF OUR
COMMUNICATIONSv	
 3EE */.!4(!. :)442!). 4(% &5452% /& 4(% ).4%2.%4 !.$ (/7 4/ 34/0 )4  	 h;4HE
#REATORS OF THE )NTERNET= HAD LITTLE CONCERN FOR CONTROLLING THE NETWORK OR ITS USERS BEHAVIORv	 SEE ALSO
,!72%.#% ,%33)' #/$%  n 	 h4HERE IS AN UNPRECEDENTED COLLABORATION OF PEOPLE FROM AROUND
THE WORLD WORKING TO CONVERGE UPON TRUTH ACROSS A WIDE RANGE OF TOPICSv	 SEE GENERALLY 7)+)0%$)!
HTTPWWWWIKIPEDIAORG LAST VISITED !PR  	 7IKIPEDIA IS AN EXAMPLE OF ONLINE ACTIVITY THAT WAS NOT
ONLY BORN OUT OF BUT DEPENDENT ON COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS
 3EE :)442!). SUPRA NOTE  AT  h4HE EARLY )NTERNET WAS IMPLEMENTED AT UNIVERSITY COMPUTER SCIENCE
DEPARTMENTS 53 GOVERNMENT RESEARCH UNITSv	
 3EE ID AT n h4HE FUTURE NEED NOT RESEMBLE THE ;INTERNETS= PAST HOWEVER AND A ROBUST DEBATE
EXISTS TODAY ABOUT THE EXTENT TO WHICH )30S OUGHT TO BE ABLE TO PRIORITIZE CERTAIN DATA STREAMS OVER OTHERS BY
FAVORING SOME DESTINATIONS OR PARTICULAR SERVICE PROVIDERS OVER OTHERSv	
.:I .:JIG6A>IN ":H>:<:9
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MONETIZED THEIR PRODUCT WHILE EXCLUDING COMPETITION
4O USE AN ANECDOTE FROM A DIFFERENT REALM OF SCIENCE #ORY $OCTOROW RELATED A
TALE ABOUT THE CREATORS OF THE FIRST MICROCHIP AT A TALK HE GAVE ON .ET .EUTRALITY AT
THE .EW !MERICA &OUNDATION IN *ULY 
(OWEVER THIS FRAMEWORK
RAN IN STARK CONTRAST TO THE ORIGINATING PRINCIPLES OF THE INTERNET 4O KEEP THE
INTERNET GROWING AND FLOURISHING IN THE FASHION THAT IT ALWAYS HAS )30S MUST REMAIN
NEUTRAL IN THEIR ALLOTMENT OF INTERNET ACCESS BECAUSE THE INTERNETS CURRENT AND
FUTURE CREATORS MANY OF WHOM ARE AMATEUR AS OPPOSED TO ACADEMIC WILL NEED THAT
ACCESS TO KEEP THE INTERNET GROWING
 $OCTOROW EXPLAINED THAT THE FIRST
MICROCHIP WAS DEVELOPED BY A LARGE TEAM OF SCIENTISTS WHO ALL WORKED FOR THE
GOVERNMENT %ACH SCIENTIST CONTRIBUTED TO THE MAKING OF THE MICROCHIP HOWEVER
EACH INDIVIDUAL SCIENTISTS KNOWLEDGE OF MICROCHIP CREATION WAS LIMITED TO A
PARTICULAR PART IN THE PROCESS 4HEREFORE IN ORDER TO CREATE A MICROCHIP SCIENTISTS
NEEDED TO SPEAK TO EACH OTHER !T FIRST THE SCIENTISTS HAD NO PROBLEM SPEAKING
WITH ONE ANOTHER BECAUSE THEY ALL WORKED FOR THE GOVERNMENT 4HE GOVERNMENT
ENCOURAGED COMMUNICATION BETWEEN WORKERS TO OBTAIN THE BEST PRODUCT AND IT IS
CLEAR THAT WITHOUT THIS COMMUNICATION NO MICROCHIP WOULD HAVE BEEN CREATED OR
AT LEAST NOT WITH SUCH BLINDING SPEED !FTER MICROCHIPS WERE RELEASED INTO THE
FIELD OF PUBLIC COMMERCE EACH SCIENTIST WAS EMPLOYED BY A SEPARATE PRIVATE
COMPANY 4HE COMPANIES MADE EACH SCIENTIST SIGN NONDISCLOSURE AND NON
COMPETE AGREEMENTS SO AS TO PROTECT THEIR INVESTMENTS (OWEVER THE COMPANIES
FALLACIOUSLY BELIEVED THAT EACH SCIENTIST COULD INDIVIDUALLY CREATE A COMPLETE MICRO
CHIP 4HE SCIENTISTS RESPONDED TO THE DEMANDS OF THEIR PRIVATE EMPLOYERS COUPLED
WITH NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENTS BY HOLDING SECRET MEETINGS EVERY YEAR WHERE THEY
COULD ALL GATHER TO SHARE IDEAS AND INFORMATION
 3EE "!2"!2! 6!. 3#(7%)#+ ).4%2.%4 !2#()4%#452% !.$ )../6!4)/. n 	 STATING THAT
NETWORK PROVIDERS IN THE ABSENCE OF REGULATION CAN EITHER PRICE INTERNET USE DIFFERENTLY DEPENDING ON THE
APPLICATION BEING USED OR BLOCK APPLICATIONS THAT COMPETE WITH SERVICES THEY OFFER SUCH AS 6OICEnOVER
)NTERNET0ROTOCOL WHICH COMPETES WITH )30S STANDARD TELEPHONE SERVICES 6AN 3CHWEICK ELABORATES THAT THE
EXCLUSION OF COMPETITION BY )30S REFLECTS THE TENDENCY THAT )30S USUALLY RETAIN SOME SORT OF MONOPOLY OVER THEIR
SERVICES AT THE VERY LEAST IN THEIR SPECIFIC LOCAL REGION	
.EITHER THIS PAPER NOR .ET
.EUTRALITY IS AGAINST INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TRANSFERRING INTO THE STREAM OF
COMMERCE 4HE USE OF PROCOOPERATIVE AS OPPOSED TO EXCLUSIVELY PROCOMPETITIVE
REGULATORY SCHEMES NEED TO BE ENACTED IF THE INTERNET IS TO REMAIN BOTH INNOVATIVE
AND COMMERCIALLY VIABLE IN THE FUTURE
 #ORY $OCTOROW (OW #OPYRIGHT 4HREATENS $EMOCRACY ! #ONVERSATION AT THE .EW !MERICA &OUNDATION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III. Legal Background 
4HE REGULATION OF THE INTERNET PRIMARILY CONCERNS THE &EDERAL #OMMUNICATIONS
#OMMISSION h&##v	 WHICH IS AN ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY !DMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES
HAVE A PROCEDURE AND PRACTICE THAT IS SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT FROM TRADITIONAL STATE OR
FEDERAL COURT BASED ADJUDICATIONS )T WILL BE HELPFUL TO BEGIN WITH A SHORT SECTION ON
THE LAW GOVERNING ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES THIS WILL CLARIFY THE SUBSEQUENT SECTIONS
WHICH DISCUSS ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE &##
! !DMINISTRATIVE ,AW 0ERTAINING TO THE &##S $EALINGS WITH #OMCAST
.EXT THERE WILL BE A SECTION ON THE CASE
LAW PERTAINING TO HOW THE &## PREVIOUSLY REGULATED TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
INCLUDING THE INTERNET 4HAT CASE LAW FORMS THE BASIS FOR THE &##S ABILITY TO REGULATE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES TODAY
!DMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES ARE GOVERNED BY ENABLING STATUTES PASSED BY #ONGRESS
WHICH OUTLINE THE AREAS OF AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO A PARTICULAR ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY
)N THIS CASE THE &## GAINS ITS RELEVANT AUTHORITY FROM THE #OMMUNICATIONS !CT OF
 AMENDED BY THE 4ELECOMMUNICATIONS !CT OF  hTHE !CTv	 5TILIZING THE
AUTHORITY GIVEN TO IT FROM THE !CT THE &## HAS TWO WAYS OF EFFECTUATING ITS POWER
RULEMAKINGS AND ADJUDICATIONS 2ULEMAKINGS AND ADJUDICATIONS MADE BY
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES ARE GOVERNED GENERALLY BY THE !DMINISTRATIVE 0ROCEDURE
!CT h!0!v	 4HE !0! AFFORDS THAT RULEMAKINGS AND ADJUDICATIONS CAN BE BOTH
FORMAL AND INFORMAL 4HE &##S ADJUDICATION OF #OMCAST WAS INFORMAL MEANING
THAT STANDARD TRIAL LIKE PROCEDURES SUCH AS WITNESS TESTIMONY AND MAINTAINING A
PROPER RECORD WERE UNNECESSARY 4HE !0! ALSO LAYS OUT PROCEDURES FOR JUDICIAL
REVIEW TO TAKE PLACE IN 5NITED 3TATES FEDERAL COURTS OF BOTH ADMINISTRATIVE
RULEMAKINGS AND ADJUDICATIONS )N #OMCAST #ORP THE #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE
$# #IRCUIT REVIEWED THE FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE &##S INFORMAL
ADJUDICATION 4HEREFORE THE #OURTS STANDARD OF REVIEW WAS DEFERENCE TO THE
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY UNLESS THE AGENCYS FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS WERE ARBITRARY
AND CAPRICIOUS
!FTER THE $# #IRCUITS RULING IN #OMCAST #ORP V &## THE &## CONDUCTED AN
INFORMAL RULEMAKING IN AN EFFORT TO CURE SOME OF THE EFFECTS OF THE OPINION 4HE
!0! STIPULATES THAT AN AGENCY MUST PUBLISH A .OTICE OF 0ROPOSED 2ULEMAKING
h.02-v	 IN THE &EDERAL 2EGISTER IN AN INFORMAL RULEMAKING
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6
4HE .02- MUST
  53# e  ET SEQ




  53# e 	!	 3EE-OTOR 6EHICLE -FR !SSN V 3TATE &ARM  53   	 STATING THAT
THE PROPER STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR AN ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCYS FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS IS ARBITRARY AND
CAPRICIOUS	
 )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET 3ERVICE  &## 2CD  	
  53# e 
.:I .:JIG6A>IN ":H>:<:9
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CONTAIN THE TEXT OF THE ACTUAL RULE TO BE PROMULGATED AND A TIME AND PLACE THAT THE
PUBLIC CAN COMMENT ON THE PROPOSED RULE 4HE &## MUST PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION
OF THE COMMENTS THAT IT RECEIVED RELATING TO THE PROPOSED RULE WHEN THE FINAL RULE IS
PUBLISHED THE FINAL RULE MUST ALSO CONTAIN A STATEMENT OF BASIS AND PURPOSE
" 4HE &##S !UTHORITY 5NDER THE 4ELECOMMUNICATIONS !CT
/RIGINALLY ENACTED BY #ONGRESS IN  THE #OMMUNICATIONS !CT hTHE !CTv	
PROVIDES THE &## WITH BROAD AUTHORITY TO REGULATE COMMON CARRIER SERVICES )N
 THE !CT WAS AMENDED BY THE 4ELECOMMUNICATIONS !CT 4HE &##S ABILITY TO
REGULATE COMMON CARRIERS EXTENDS TO LANDLINE TELEPHONES RADIO TRANSMISSIONS
BROADCAST TELEVISION AND CELL PHONES AND CABLE SERVICES )N  IN THE #ABLE
-ODEM /RDER THE &## RULED THAT THE INTERNET IS NEITHER A TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SERVICE UNDER 4ITLE )) OF THE !CT NOR A CABLE SERVICE UNDER 4ITLE 6) (OWEVER THE
!CT STIPULATES THAT h;T=HE ;&##= MAY PERFORM ANY AND ALL ACTS MAKE SUCH RULES AND
REGULATIONS AND ISSUE SUCH ORDERS NOT INCONSISTENT WITH THIS CHAPTER AS MAY BE
NECESSARY IN THE EXECUTION OF ITS FUNCTIONSv
)N THE FIRST OF THE ANCILLARY AUTHORITY CASES 5NITED 3TATES V 3OUTHWESTERN #ABLE
#O THE !CT HAD NOT YET STATUTORILY EXTENDED THE &##S AUTHORITY TO COVER REGULATING
CABLE TELEVISION HOWEVER THE 3UPREME #OURT HELD THAT REGULATING CABLE TELEVISION
WAS hREASONABLY ANCILLARYv TO THE &##S REGULATION OF REGULAR BROADCAST TELEVISION
4HIS HAS BEEN LABELED THE &##S
hANCILLARY AUTHORITYv FOLLOWING THREE 5NITED 3TATES 3UPREME #OURT DECISIONS WHICH
DEFINED HOW THE &## COULD UTILIZE SUCH AUTHORITY "ECAUSE THE INTERNET DOES NOT FALL
DIRECTLY WITHIN THE PURVIEW OF THE !CT THE &## HAS TO SHOW THAT REGULATION OF THE
INTERNET FALLS WITHIN ITS ANCILLARY AUTHORITY IN ORDER TO REGULATE )NTERNET 3ERVICE
0ROVIDERS h)30Sv	

4HE SECOND ANCILLARY AUTHORITY CASE ALSO DEALT WITH CABLE TELEVISION OPERATORS )N
5NITED 3TATES V -IDWEST 6IDEO #ORP THE 3UPREME #OURT UPHELD THE &##S
REGULATION WHICH REQUIRED CABLE OPERATORS TO CREATE AND BROADCAST NEW TELEVISION
PROGRAMS AS WELL AS ITS REGULAR PROGRAMMING &INALLY IN &## V -IDWEST 6IDEO
#ORP THE 3UPREME #OURT STRUCK DOWN A REGULATION BY THE &## WHICH MANDATED




  53# e  ET SEQ
 3EE  53# e 	 h#OMMON CARRIER    MEANS ANY PERSON ENGAGED AS A COMMON CARRIER FOR
HIRE IN INTERSTATE OR FOREIGN COMMUNICATION BY WIRE    v	
  53# e  ET SEQ
  53# e  ET SEQ
  53# e  ET SEQ
 )N RE )NQUIRY #ONCERNING (IGH3PEED !CCESS TO THE )NTERNET OVER #ABLE AND /THER &ACILITIES  &##
2CD   	
  53# e I	
  53   	
  53   	 -IDWEST 6IDEO )	
  53  n 	 -IDWEST 6IDEO ))	
!96B (DAD;8:C:G
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5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE $ISTRICT OF #OLUMBIA #IRCUIT CREATED A TWO
PART TEST FOR DETERMINING WHETHER THE &## MAY EXERCISE ITS ANCILLARY AUTHORITY 4HE
TEST CAME FROM !MERICAN ,IBRARY !SSN V &## AND STATED THAT h;T=HE ;&##=    MAY
EXERCISE ANCILLARY JURISDICTION ONLY WHEN TWO CONDITIONS ARE SATISFIED 	 THE
#OMMISSIONS GENERAL JURISDICTIONAL GRANT UNDER 4ITLE ) ;OF THE !CT= COVERS THE
REGULATED SUBJECT AND 	 THE REGULATIONS ARE REASONABLY ANCILLARY TO THE
#OMMISSIONS EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE OF ITS STATUTORILY MANDATED RESPONSIBILITIESv
4HE DETERMINATION OF ANCILLARY AUTHORITY IS DETERMINED ON A CASE BY CASE BASIS 4HE
3UPREME #OURT HAS DECIDED ONE CASE DEALING WITH THE &##S ANCILLARY AUTHORITY OVER
THE INTERNET AND )30S )N .ATL #ABLE  4ELECOMMS !SSN V "RAND 8 )NTERNET 3ERV
THE 3UPREME #OURT EXPLAINED THAT hTHE ;&##= REMAINS FREE TO IMPOSE SPECIAL
REGULATORY DUTIES ON ;CABLE INTERNET PROVIDERS= UNDER ITS 4ITLE ) ANCILLARY
JURISDICTIONv
IV. Comcast Corp. v. FCC: Before and After 
4HE .ET .EUTRALITY SAGA ACTUALLY STARTED WITH AN INFORMAL ADJUDICATION BY THE &##
AGAINST #OMCAST 4HAT ADJUDICATION LED TO #OMCASTS APPEAL AGAINST THE &## IN THE
5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE $ISTRICT OF #OLUMBIA #IRCUIT FOLLOWED BY THE
&##S RULEMAKING IN RESPONSE TO THE $# #IRCUITS RULING &INALLY A SECTION WILL
EXAMINE THE IMPENDING LAWSUITS AGAINST THE &##S RECENT /PEN )NTERNET RULES
WHICH AT BEST CAN BE CALLED .ET .EUTRALITYLITE
! &REE 0RESS AND 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE !TTACK #OMCASTS .ETWORK -ANAGEMENT 0RACTICES
/N .OVEMBER   &REE 0RESS h&0v	 AND 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE h0+v	 SUBMITTED
A &ORMAL #OMPLAINT h#OMPLAINTv	 TO THE &## AGAINST #OMCAST h&OR 3ECRETLY
$EGRADING 0EERTO0EER !PPLICATIONSv 4HE #OMPLAINT ALLEGED THAT #OMCAST HAD
BEEN BLOCKING PEERTOPEER h00v	 APPLICATIONS FOR ITS  MILLION CUSTOMERS
  &D  n $# #IR 	
&0 AND 0+ ALLEGED THAT BLOCKING THESE 00 APPLICATIONS MADE IT DIFFICULT IF NOT
 .ATL !SSN OF 2EGULATORY 5TIL #OMMRS V &##  &D   $# #IR 	
  53   	
 3EE GENERALLY &2%% 02%33 HTTPWWWFREEPRESSNET LAST VISITED !PR  	 05",)# +./7,%$'%
HTTPWWWPUBLICKNOWLEDGEORG LAST VISITED !PR  	 &REE 0RESS AND 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE ARE NONPROFIT
ADVOCACY GROUPS THAT FIGHT FOR CITIZENS RIGHTS IN MANY AREAS OF CONTEMPORARY SALIENCE SUCH AS MEDIA REFORM
ACCESS TO INFORMATION AND THE INTERNET
 &ORMAL #OMPLAINT )N THE -ATTERS OF &ORMAL #OMPLAINT OF &REE 0RESS AND 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE !GAINST
#OMCAST #ORPORATION &OR 3ECRETLY $EGRADING 0EERTO0EER !PPLICATIONS  &## 2CD  	 .O 
	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWPUBLICKNOWLEDGEORGPDFFP?PK?COMCAST?COMPLAINTPDF
 0EERTO0EER APPLICATIONS ALLOW INDIVIDUALS TO SHARE FILES ACROSS THE INTERNET WITHOUT RELYING ON A
CENTRAL SERVER 4HIS IS HOW SERVICES LIKE .APSTER WORKED ALTHOUGH 00 SERVICES ARE CONTENT NEUTRAL IN THAT THEY
CAN CONVEY BOTH LEGAL AND ILLEGAL CONTENT %ACH PERSON THAT IS PART OF THE NETWORK CAN UPLOAD AND DOWNLOAD FILES
OF THEIR CHOOSING BETWEEN EACH OTHER QUICKLY AND EFFICIENTLY
 &ORMAL #OMPLAINT AT  )N THE -ATTERS OF &ORMAL #OMPLAINT OF &REE 0RESS AND 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE
!GAINST #OMCAST #ORPORATION &OR 3ECRETLY $EGRADING 0EERTO0EER !PPLICATIONS  &## 2CD  	
.O 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWPUBLICKNOWLEDGEORGPDFFP?PK?COMCAST?COMPLAINTPDF
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IMPOSSIBLE FOR ITS USERS TO QUICKLY AND EASILY SHARE MATERIALS WITH OTHER INTERNET
USERS %VEN NON#OMCAST CUSTOMERS WERE HARMED BY #OMCASTS ACTIONS BECAUSE IF
A NON#OMCAST USER ATTEMPTED TO SHARE FILES ACROSS A 00 NETWORK WITH A #OMCAST
USER SHE WOULD HAVE BEEN INHIBITED BY THE #OMCAST USER BEING BLOCKED &0 AND 0+
POINTED OUT THAT #OMCAST ADAMANTLY DENIED THESE ALLEGATIONS BEFORE THE #OMPLAINT
WAS FILED (OWEVER IN THE #OMPLAINT A WEALTH OF RESEARCH COMPILED BY THE
%LECTRONIC &RONTIER &OUNDATION h%&&v	 SHOWED THAT #OMCAST HAD IN FACT BEEN
BLOCKING THE 00 APPLICATIONS OF THEIR CUSTOMERS &0 AND 0+ ALLEGED THAT
#OMCASTS CONDUCT VIOLATED THE &##S )NTERNET 0OLICY 3TATEMENT WHICH WAS DRAFTED
SPECIFICALLY TO COMBAT .ET .EUTRALITY VIOLATIONS 4HE #OMPLAINT ASKED THAT THE
&## hIMMEDIATELY    ENJOIN #OMCASTS SECRET DISCRIMINATION;=    ISSUE A
TEMPORARY INJUNCTION REQUIRING #OMCAST TO STOP DEGRADING ANY APPLICATIONS;=   
ISSUE A PERMANENT INJUNCTION ENDING #OMCASTS DISCRIMINATION;=    ;AND= IMPOSE
THE MAXIMUM FORFEITURES    v
/N *ANUARY   THE &##S 7IRELINE #OMPETITION "UREAU ASKED FOR PUBLIC
COMMENT ON &0 AND 0+S #OMPLAINT AND RECEIVED MORE THAN  COMMENTS IN
RESPONSE 5SING THE PUBLIC COMMENTS IT RECEIVED THE &## ISSUED A -EMORANDUM
/PINION AND /RDER ON #OMCASTS NETWORK MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 4HE &##
GROUNDED ITS AUTHORITY TO REGULATE #OMCAST IN THIS MATTER PURSUANT TO ITS ANCILLARY
AUTHORITY GRANTED UNDER 4ITLE ) OF THE !CT 4HE &## CITED SECTION B	 OF THE
!CT AS WELL AS MANY OTHER SECTIONS WHICH SPOKE BOTH GENERALLY AND SPECIFICALLY
ABOUT KEEPING THE INTERNET AN EFFICIENT VIBRANT AND INNOVATIVE PLACE
 )D AT 
4HE
 )D
 )D AT n
 3EE GENERALLY %,%# &2/.4)%2 &/5.$ AVAILABLE AT HTTPEFFORG LAST VISITED !PR  	 %LECTRONIC
&RONTIER &OUNDATION IS A NONPROFIT GROUP WHICH ADVOCATES AND LITIGATES ON BEHALF OF CITIZENS DIGITAL RIGHTS
 &ORMAL #OMPLAINT AT  )N THE -ATTERS OF &ORMAL #OMPLAINT OF &REE 0RESS AND 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE
!GAINST #OMCAST #ORPORATION &OR 3ECRETLY $EGRADING 0EERTO0EER !PPLICATIONS  &## 2CD  	
.O 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWPUBLICKNOWLEDGEORGPDFFP?PK?COMCAST?COMPLAINTPDF
 )D AT  4HE &##S )NTERNET 0OLICY STATEMENT STATED THAT hCONSUMERS ARE ENTITLED TO RUN APPLICATIONS
AND USE SERVICES OF THEIR CHOICE    v SEE ALSO 0OLICY 3TATEMENT  &## 2CD  	 INTERNET POLICY
STATEMENT	
 &ORMAL #OMPLAINT AT II )N THE -ATTERS OF &ORMAL #OMPLAINT OF &REE 0RESS AND 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE
!GAINST #OMCAST #ORPORATION &OR 3ECRETLY $EGRADING 0EERTO0EER !PPLICATIONS  &## 2CD  	
.O 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWPUBLICKNOWLEDGEORGPDFFP?PK?COMCAST?COMPLAINTPDF
 #OMMENT 3OUGHT ON 0ETITION FOR $ECLARATORY 2ULING 2EGARDING )NTERNET -ANAGEMENT 0OLICIES 
&## 2CD  	 PUBLIC NOTICE	
 )N THE -ATTERS OF &ORMAL #OMPLAINT OF &REE 0RESS AND 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE !GAINST #OMCAST
#ORPORATION FOR 3ECRETLY $EGRADING 0EERTO0EER !PPLICATIONS  &## 2CD   	
MEMORANDUM AND ORDER	
 )D
 3EE SUPRA NOTES   AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 #OMMENT 3OUGHT ON 0ETITION FOR $ECLARATORY 2ULING 2EGARDING )NTERNET -ANAGEMENT 0OLICIES 
&## 2CD  N 	 PUBLIC NOTICE	
 3EE  53# e B	 h)T IS THE POLICY OF THE 5NITED 3TATES    TO PROMOTE THE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT
OF THE )NTERNET AND OTHER INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SERVICES    v	
  53# ee      	
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-EMORANDUM AND /RDER LARGELY CONSIDERED WHETHER THE &## HAD JURISDICTION TO
REGULATE #OMCAST IN THE AREA OF NETWORK MANAGEMENT AND #OMCAST ARGUED
VIGOROUSLY THAT JURISDICTION WAS IMPROPER (OWEVER DESPITE REBUTTING #OMCASTS
ARGUMENTS CONCERNING ANCILLARY AUTHORITY THE &## REJECTED #OMCASTS CLAIMS ON
SEPARATE ISSUES AS WELL 4HE &##S OWN PAST RULINGS AND STATEMENTS FURTHER
BUTTRESSED THEIR AUTHORITY TO REGULATE #OMCAST IN THE ARENA OF NETWORK
MANAGEMENT
4HE &## FOUND THAT h#OMCASTS NETWORK MANAGEMENT PRACTICES DISCRIMINATED
AMONG APPLICATIONS AND PROTOCOLS RATHER THAN TREATING ALL EQUALLYv 4HE &##
ACKNOWLEDGED A HOST OF EXAMPLES FOUND IN THE RECORD OF #OMCAST INTERFERING WITH
ITS CUSTOMERS USE OF 00 APPLICATIONS AS WELL AS #OMCASTS OWN ADMISSION OF
INTERFERENCE WITH AT LEAST  OF UPLOADING 00 4RANSMISSION #ONTROL 0ROTOCOL
CONNECTIONS &ROM THESE FINDINGS THE &## CONCLUDED THAT &0 AND 0+ MADE A
PRIMA FACIE CASE THAT #OMCASTS PRACTICES VIOLATED PARTS OF THE !CT AS WELL AS THE
)NTERNET 0OLICY 3TATEMENT AND #OMCAST WOULD HAVE TO SHOW THAT ITS NETWORK
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES WERE REASONABLE 4HE &## FOUND THAT #OMCASTS PRACTICE OF
hSELECTIVELY TARGET;ING= AND TERMINAT;ING= THE UPLOAD CONNECTIONS OF ITS CUSTOMERS
PEERTOPEER APPLICATIONS   v TO BE NEITHER REASONABLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT NOR
hCAREFULLY TAILORED TO ;#OMCASTS= INTEREST IN EASING NETWORK CONGESTION    v
 .ETWORK MANAGEMENT IS WHEN THE )30 MANIPULATES ITS NETWORK THE FLOW DATA OR ANY OTHER PART OF ITS
GENERAL DISSEMINATION OF ACCESS TO THE INTERNET IN ORDER TO ENSURE THAT ITS SERVICES STAY OPERATIONAL IN TERMS OF
TECHNOLOGICAL INTEGRITY &OR EXAMPLE IF INTERNET TRAFFIC SUDDENLY SURGES TO DANGEROUS LEVELS THE )30 MAY DELAY
TRANSMISSION TO SOME OF ITS USERS SO AS NOT TO OVERLOAD THE ENTIRE SYSTEM !LL )30S ARE ALLOWED TO CONDUCT
REASONABLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT IN ORDER TO AVOID ANY REAL DAMAGE TO THEIR SYSTEM
4HE
TERM .ET .EUTRALITY IS NOT IN THE REGULATIONS AND WAS THEREFORE NOT SPECIFICALLY USED
BY THE &## IN ITS ADJUDICATION BUT ITS FINDINGS FALL SQUARELY WITHIN THE SCHEMA OF
.ET .EUTRALITY LAID OUT ABOVE )N RESPONSE TO #OMCASTS FAILURE TO DISCLOSE ITS
NETWORK MANAGEMENT PRACTICES TO ITS CUSTOMERS THE &## STATED THAT IN THE FUTURE
 )N THE -ATTERS OF &ORMAL #OMPLAINT OF &REE 0RESS AND 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE !GAINST #OMCAST
#ORPORATION FOR 3ECRETLY $EGRADING 0EERTO0EER !PPLICATIONS  &## 2CD   	
MEMORANDUM AND ORDER	
 3EE &## V -IDWEST 6IDEO #ORP  53  	 #OMCAST ARGUED THAT THE 3UPREME #OURT HAD
REJECTED SECTION ) OF THAT !CT AS A BASIS FOR ANCILLARY JURISDICTION (OWEVER -IDWEST 6IDEO #ORP STATED THAT THE
&## COULD NOT CLAIM ANCILLARY POWER OVER ITS BROADCASTING RESPONSIBILITIES IN 4ITLE ))) OF THE !CT	 SEE ALSO (ART V
#OMCAST OF !LAMEDA .O #0*( .$ #AL -AY  	 #OMCAST ARGUED IN (ART THAT hTHE
REASONABLENESS OF A BROADBAND PROVIDERS NETWORK MANAGEMENT PRACTICES    HAS HOWEVER BEEN FIRMLY PLACED
WITHIN THE JURISDICTION OF THE &EDERAL #OMMUNICATIONS #OMMISSION     AN ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY WHOSE
AUTHORITY TO REGULATE INTERNET BROADBAND ACCESS COMPANIESg SERVICES IS WELLESTABLISHEDv	  #&2 e 
STATING THAT IF #OMCAST IS FOUND TO BE WILLFULLY BLOCKING OR DEGRADING INTERNET CONTENT THEN PARTIES AFFECTED BY
#OMCASTS ACTIONS CAN FILE A COMPLAINT	
 3EE 0OLICY 3TATEMENT  &## 2CD  	 INTERNET POLICY STATEMENT	 )N RE )NQUIRY #ONCERNING
(IGH3PEED !CCESS TO THE )NTERNET OVER #ABLE AND /THER &ACILITIES  &## 2CD   	
 )N THE -ATTERS OF &ORMAL #OMPLAINT OF &REE 0RESS AND 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE !GAINST #OMCAST
#ORPORATION FOR 3ECRETLY $EGRADING 0EERTO0EER !PPLICATIONS  &## 2CD   	
MEMORANDUM AND ORDER	
 )D AT  4RANSMISSION #ONTROL 0ROTOCOL h4#0v	 IS AN APPLICATION WHICH TRANSMITS BYTES OF DATA
ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB AND OTHER NETWORKED PROGRAMS 4#0 IS NECESSARY FOR SHARING FILES OVER A 00 NETWORK
 )D AT n
 )D AT n
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#OMCAST MUST DISCLOSE ITS PRACTICES IN CLEAR TERMS IF IT INTENDS TO LIMIT THE SPEED AND
BITRATE OF ITS CUSTOMERS INTERNET CONNECTIONS 4HE &##S /RDER MANDATED THAT
#OMCAST h	 DISCLOSE TO THE COMMISSION THE PRECISE CONTOURS OF THE NETWORK
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AT ISSUE HERE    	 SUBMIT A COMPLIANCE PLAN TO THE
COMMISSION WITH INTERIM BENCHMARKS    AND 	 DISCLOSE TO THE COMMISSION AND
THE PUBLIC THE DETAILS OF THE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PRACTICES THAT IT INTENDS TO DEPLOY
FOLLOWING THE TERMINATION OF ITS CURRENT PRACTICES    v
" #OMCAST #ORP V &##
#OMCAST APPEALED THE &##S /RDER IN THE 5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE
$ISTRICT OF #OLUMBIA #IRCUIT SPECIFICALLY THE ISSUE OF THE &##S ABILITY TO REGULATE ITS
NETWORK MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND BAR IT FROM INTERFERING WITH CUSTOMERS USE OF
00 APPLICATIONS 4HE COURT VACATED THE &##S /RDER SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF A LACK
OF JURISDICTION "EFORE REACHING THE ISSUE OF JURISDICTION THE COURT EXAMINED THE
&##S TWO CLAIMS 	 #OMCAST SHOULD BE ESTOPPED FROM RAISING A LACK OF
JURISDICTION ARGUMENT AND 	 THE COURT SHOULD NOT EXAMINE THE &##S USE OF
ANCILLARY AUTHORITY IN THIS CONTEXT BECAUSE OF THE 3UPREME #OURTS DECISION IN .ATL
#ABLE  4ELECOMMS !SSN V "RAND 8 )NTERNET 3ERV
&IRST THE COURT DETERMINED THAT #OMCASTS STATEMENTS IN (ART V #OMCAST OF
!LAMEDA )NC DID NOT ESTOP #OMCAST FROM A JURISDICTIONAL ARGUMENT BECAUSE IN
(ART AS IN THIS CASE #OMCAST ONLY CONCEDES THAT ITS INTERNET SERVICE CONSTITUTES A
hCOMMUNICATION BY WIREv AS DESCRIBED IN THE FIRST PRONG OF THE TEST FOR ANCILLARY
AUTHORITY SET OUT IN !MERICAN ,IBRARY !SSN V &## #OMCASTS CONCESSION STATED
BY THE #OURT DOES NOT AMOUNT TO AN ACCEPTANCE BY #OMCAST THAT THE &##S
REGULATIONS WERE hREASONABLY ANCILLARYv TO THE 4ITLE ) SERVICE OF hCOMMUNICATION BY
WIREv NECESSITATED BY THE SECOND PRONG OF THE !MERICAN ,IBRARY TEST 3ECOND THE
COURT EXPLAINED THAT THE USE OF ANCILLARY AUTHORITY MUST BE EXAMINED ON A CASEBY
CASE BASIS THEREFORE THE DECISION IN "RAND 8 DOES NOT PRECLUDE THE COURT FROM
EXAMINING THE &##S ANCILLARY AUTHORITY OF #OMCAST
 )D AT 
"ECAUSE "RAND 8 DID NOT
ALLEVIATE THE COURTS NEED TO CONDUCT AN ANALYSIS ON WHETHER THE &## USED ITS
 )D 4HE &## DECLINED TO FINE #OMCAST BECAUSE THIS WAS THE FIRST ADJUDICATION THE &## CONDUCTED ON
THIS MATTER
 #OMCAST #ORP V &##  &D   	
 )D AT  #OMCAST ALSO ARGUED THAT THE &## CIRCUMVENTED THE RULEMAKING REQUIREMENTS OF THE
!DMINISTRATIVE 0ROCEDURE !CT AND VIOLATED THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE $UE 0ROCESS #LAUSE BUT THE #OURT FAILED TO
REACH THOSE ISSUES )D
 )D AT  SEE ALSO 4ELECOMMS !SSN V "RAND 8 )NTERNET 3ERV  53  	
 #OMCAST #ORP  &D AT  SEE ALSO (ART V #OMCAST OF !LAMEDA .O   53 $IST
,%8)3  .$ #AL 	
 #OMCAST #ORP  &D AT  "OTH PRONGS OF THE !MERICAN ,IBRARY TEST NEED TO BE FULFILLED IN ORDER
FOR ANCILLARY AUTHORITY TO TAKE EFFECT
 )D AT 
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ANCILLARY AUTHORITY PROPERLY THE COURT SET ABOUT DETERMINING WHETHER THE &## HAD
PROPERLY FULFILLED THE SECOND PRONG OF THE !MERICAN ,IBRARY TEST
4HE COURT DETERMINED THAT THE PROVISIONS OF THE 4ELECOMMUNICATIONS !CT THAT
WERE USED BY THE &## TO JUSTIFY ANCILLARY AUTHORITY FELL INTO TWO CATEGORIES hTHOSE
THAT THE PARTIES AGREE SET FORTH ONLY CONGRESSIONAL POLICY AND THOSE THAT AT LEAST
ARGUABLY DELEGATE REGULATORY AUTHORITY TO THE #OMMISSIONv 3ECTION B	 AND
SECTION  OF THE !CT WHICH THE &## SUBSTANTIALLY RELIED ON IN ITS JUSTIFICATION OF
ANCILLARY AUTHORITY WERE ACKNOWLEDGED BY ALL PARTIES TO BE STATEMENTS OF
CONGRESSIONAL POLICY 4HE COURT STATED THAT hPOLICY STATEMENTS ALONE CANNOT
PROVIDE THE BASIS FOR THE #OMMISSIONS EXERCISE OF ANCILLARY AUTHORITY    v 4HE
COURT WENT ON TO SAY THAT WHILE POLICY STATEMENTS CAN HELP TO CLARIFY AREAS OF
ANCILLARY AUTHORITY THE AUTHORITY ITSELF MUST BE GROUNDED IN 4ITLE )) ))) OR 6) THE
&## DID NOT USE SECTION B	 OR SECTION  TO POINT TO RELEVANT LANGUAGE IN ANY OF
THOSE 4ITLES 4HE COURT ALSO REJECTED THE &##S ARGUMENT THAT ANCILLARY AUTHORITY
BASED UPON POLICY STATEMENTS ALONE HAD SUFFICED FOR ANY PAST CASES IN THE $#
#IRCUIT 4HE COURT REJECTED SECTIONS PROFERRED BY THE &## THAT hARGUABLY
DELEGATE;D= REGULATORY AUTHORITY TO THE #OMMISSION    v 4HE COURT FOUND THAT
SECTIONS  AND  BOTH GRANT NO ACTUAL REGULATORY AUTHORITY SECTION 
ATTEMPTS TO CREATE AUTHORITY BASED FALLACIOUSLY UPON REPORTING DUTIES
 )D AT 
SECTION 
 )D
 )D AT  SEE ALSO  53# e B	 h)T IS THE POLICY OF THE 5NITED 3TATES    TO PROMOTE THE
CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF THE )NTERNET AND OTHER INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SERVICES    v	  53# e  h;4HE
&## IS CREATED= FOR THE PURPOSE OF REGULATING INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE IN COMMUNICATION BY WIRE SO AS
TO MAKE AVAILABLE    A RAPID EFFICIENT    WORLDWIDE WIRE AND RADIO COMMUNICATION SERVICE    v	
 #OMCAST #ORP  &D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT  3EE #OMPUTER AND #OMMCNS )NDUS !SSN V &##  &D  $# #IR 	 2URAL
4EL #OAL V &##  &D  $# #IR 	 .EW 9ORK 3TATE #OMMN ON #ABLE 4ELEVISION V &## 
&D  $# #IR 	 .ATL !SSN OF 2EGULATORY 5TIL #OMMRS V &##  &D  $# #IR 	
.!25# )))	
 #OMCAST #ORP  &D AT 
 3ECTION  ACTUALLY HOUSED IN e  OF THE 4ELECOMMUNICATIONS !CT STATES THAT
;4HE &##=    WITH REGULATORY JURISDICTION OVER TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES SHALL ENCOURAGE THE
DEPLOYMENT ON A REASONABLE AND TIMELY BASIS OF ADVANCED TELECOMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY TO ALL
!MERICANS    BY UTILIZING IN A MANNER CONSISTENT WITH PUBLIC INTEREST CONVENIENCE AND
NECESSITY PRICE CAP REGULATION REGULATORY FORBEARANCE MEASURES THAT PROMOTE COMPETITION IN
THE LOCAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS MARKET OR OTHER REGULATING METHODS THAT REMOVE BARRIERS TO
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT
 53# e A	 )N PERTINENT PART THE &##
;  = SHALL ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR ;&##= OVERSIGHT OF COORDINATED NETWORK PLANNING BY
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIERS AND OTHER PROVIDERS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE FOR THE EFFECTIVE
AND EFFICIENT INTERCONNECTION OF PUBLIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS USED TO PROVIDE
TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICE    .OTHING IN THIS SECTION SHALL BE CONSTRUED AS EXPANDING OR
LIMITING ANY AUTHORITY THAT ;THE &##= MAY HAVE UNDER LAW IN EFFECT BEFORE THE DATE OF ENACTMENT
OF THE 4ELECOMMUNICATIONS !CT OF 
 53# e B		  C	
 3ECTION  REQUIRED THE &## TO
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AND 4ITLE ))) ARE BASED UPON ARGUMENTS NOT LOCATED IN THE &##S /RDER AND
THEREFORE CANNOT BE PROFFERED AND SECTION S NARROWLY TAILORED AUTHORITY
ATTEMPTS TO REGULATE OUTSIDE OF ITS PURVIEW 4HE COURT CONCLUDED THAT THE &##
FAILED TO COMPLETE ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE !MERICAN ,IBRARY TEST AND THUS THE
/RDER MUST BE VACATED
# 4HREE 0ROPOSALS BY THE &## FOR 2EGULATING THE )NTERNET
3HORTLY AFTER #OMCAST #ORP WAS DECIDED !USTIN 3CHLICK 'ENERAL #OUNSEL OF THE
&## ISSUED A STATEMENT REITERATING THE &##S hLIGHTTOUCH ROLE WITH RESPECT TO
BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS;=v WHICH RESPONDED BOTH TO THE DECISION IN #OMCAST
#ORP AND OFFERED SUGGESTIONS AS TO HOW THE RULING COULD BE OVERCOME USING
CONGRESSIONAL LAWS 3UPREME #OURT DECISIONS AND A RECLASSIFICATION OF BROADBAND
INTERNET ACCESS 3CHLICK EXPLAINED THAT THE &## HAD THREE OPTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM
IN REACTING TO THE #OMCAST #ORP DECISION &IRST THE &## COULD hSTAY THE COURSEv
TAKING STEPS THAT WOULD ABIDE BY THE $# #IRCUITS RULING IN #OMCAST #ORP 4HIS
OPTION WAS SUPPORTED BY VARIOUS CABLE AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES HOWEVER THE &##
DETERMINED THAT THIS APPROACH WOULD BE UNTENABLE BECAUSE OF REGULATORY
UNCERTAINTY DELAYS IN IMPLEMENTING REGULATION AND NO HOPE OF REGAINING THE &##S
POSITION PRE#OMCAST #ORP
3ECOND THE &## COULD RECLASSIFY BROADBAND INTERNET ACCESS AS A
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE WHICH WAS THE CASE BEFORE THE &## EXCLUSIVELY
CLASSIFIED IT AS AN INFORMATION SERVICE IN THEIR  #ABLE -ODEM $ECLARATORY
2ULING 4HE &## STATED 3CHLICK WAS SKEPTICAL TO TAKE THIS APPROACH BECAUSE IT
WOULD THRUST BROADBAND SERVICES UNDER THE ENTIRE REGIME OF 4ITLE )) OF THE !CT
WHICH WAS PRIMARILY CRAFTED FOR TELEPHONE NETWORKS AND DOES NOT ALLOW FOR A LEVEL OF
REGULATORY RESTRAINT WHICH THE &## FINDS APPROPRIATE FOR THE INTERNET
;  = COMPLETE A PROCEEDING FOR THE PURPOSE OF IDENTIFYING AND ELIMINATING BY REGULATIONS
PURSUANT TO ITS AUTHORITY UNDER ;THE 4ELECOMMUNICATIONS !CT= OTHER THAN THIS SECTION	 MARKET
ENTRY BARRIERS FOR ENTREPRENEURS AND OTHER SMALL BUSINESSES IN THE PROVISION AND OWNERSHIP OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES AND INFORMATION SERVICES OR IN THE PROVISION OF PARTS OR SERVICES TO
PROVIDERS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION SERVICES
 53# e A	 3ECTION  ALSO REQUIRES THE &## TO REPORT TO #ONGRESS ON THE REGULATIONS THAT THE &##
ENACTED PURSUANT TO THE PROCEEDING IN A	 EVERY  YEARS )D AT C	
 #OMCAST #ORP  &D AT n
 )D AT 
 ! 4HIRD7AY ,EGAL &RAMEWORK FOR !DDRESSING THE #OMCAST $ILEMMA "2/!$"!.$'/6
HTTPWWWBROADBANDGOVTHIRDWAYLEGALFRAMEWORKFORADDRESSINGTHECOMCASTDILEMMAHTML LAST VISITED




 3EE )N RE (IGH 3PEED !CCESS TO THE )NTERNET /VER #ABLE AND /THER &ACILITIES  &## 2CD  
	 )T IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT IF THE &## RECLASSIFIED THE INTERNET AS A TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE THAN
UNDER 4ITLE )) OF THE 4ELECOMMUNICATIONS !CT THERE WOULD BE NO QUESTION OF &## AUTHORITY TO REGULATE
 "2/!$"!.$'/6 SUPRA NOTE 
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,ASTLY THE &## PROPOSED A h4HIRD 7AYv APPROACH OF BIFURCATING THE
CLASSIFICATION OF THE INTERNET INTO ITS SEPARATE TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION
BASED SERVICES 4HIS APPROACH CLOSELY MIMICS *USTICE 3CALIAS DISSENT IN "RAND 8
%VEN IN THE MAJORITY OPINION OF "RAND 8 THE #OURT HELD THAT DEFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN
TO THE &##S CLASSIFICATION OF BROADBAND INTERNET SERVICES 4HE &## WAS INCLINED
TOWARDS THIS APPROACH BECAUSE IT ALLOWS THROUGH THE ACT OF FORBEARANCE 4ITLE )) TO
BE SPECIFICALLY TAILORED TOWARD THE NEEDS OF BROADBAND WHICH FIT THE HEADING OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 4HE &## HAD PROPOSED AS FEW AS SIX SECTIONS OF THE
!CT THAT COULD BE USED TO REGULATE BROADBAND SERVICES UNTIL 4ITLE )) FORBEARING THE
REST 4HE h4HIRD 7AYv APPROACH BENEFITTED FROM COMPATIBILITY WITH WIRELESS
COMMUNICATIONS AS WELL AS STRENGTHENING THE FOUNDATION FOR &## REGULATORY
AUTHORITY IN INTERNET SERVICES &INALLY THE h4HIRD 7AYv ASSURED THE &##S ABILITY
TO PREEMPT STATE REGULATION OF BROADBAND ACCESS AND ADMINISTER THE FRAMEWORK
WITHOUT MUCH DIFFICULTY /N *UNE   THE &## RELEASED )N THE -ATTER OF
&RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET 3ERVICE AS A NOTICE OF INQUIRY )N THIS
DOCUMENT THE &## REITERATED THE MAIN POINTS FROM ITS h4HIRD 7AYv STATEMENT AND
ASKED FOR PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSAL
$ 4HE 0UBLIC 2ESPONDS TO A .EW %FFORT BY THE &## TO 2EMAIN IN #ONTROL OF .ET
.EUTRALITY
4HUS FAR THE &## HAS GIVEN
CONSIDERABLE DEFERENCE TO THE COMMENTS IT HAS RECEIVED CONCERNING THIS ISSUE
THEREFORE IT WILL BE WORTH EXAMINING THIS NEXT BATCH OF COMMENTS AS THE &##
FURTHER REFINES ITS REGULATION OF THE WEB
4HE KEY PLAYERS IN THIS SAGA #OMCAST #ORPORATION h#OMCASTv	 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE
h0+v	 AND &REE 0RESS h&0v	 CRAFTED #OMMENTS AND 2EPLY #OMMENTS
RESPECITIVELY THAT TOGETHER LAID OUT THE ENTIRE RHETORICAL FRAMEWORK BOTH FOR AND
AGAINST THE &##S INTEREST IN FURTHER PROMULGATING .ET .EUTRALITY REGULATIONS
 )D
 3EE .ATL #ABLE  4ELECOMM !SSN V "RAND 8 )NTERNET 3ERVS  53   	 3CALIA *
DISSENTING	 STATING INTERNET PROVIDERS OFFER TWO DISPARATE THINGS TO CONSUMERS ONLY THE FIRST OF WHICH IS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN NATURE 	 ACCESS TO THE INTERNET AND 	 OTHER APPLICATIONS	
 3EE ID AT  MAJORITY OPINION	 STATING THAT THE &## MAY USE ITS EXPERTISE TO DETERMINE HOW IT CLASSIFIES
THE ENTITIES THAT IT REGULATES	
 4HE &## MAY CHOOSE TO FORBEAR OR LIMIT ASPECTS OF 4ITLE )) REGULATION FOR INSTANCES THAT IT DEEMS
IMPROPER 3UCH AS FORBEARING 4ITLE )) REGULATION TO ONLY PARTS OF THE INTERNET THAT ARE TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN
NATURE  53# e 
 "2/!$"!.$'/6 SUPRA NOTE 
 3EE  53# ee    STATING THAT THE &## CAN FORBID SERVICE PROVIDERS FROM UNJUST AND
UNREASONABLE PRACTICES	  53# e  STATING THAT THE &## SHALL WORK TO PROVIDE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SERVICE TO EVERYONE IN THE COUNTRY	  53# e  STATING THAT TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROVIDERS SHALL PROTECT THE
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION THAT THEY RECEIVE FROM THEIR CUSTOMERS	  53# e  STATING THAT
TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROVIDERS WILL MAKE THEIR WARES ACCESSIBLE TO INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES	
 "2/!$"!.$'/6 SUPRA NOTE 
 )D
 )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET 3ERVICE  &## 2CD  	
 )D AT 
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#OMCASTS #OMMENT CONTAINED TWO PROPOSITIONS 	 THE &## SHOULD CONTINUE TO
REGULATE BROADBAND INTERNET SERVICES UNDER ITS 4ITLE ) ANCILLARY AUTHORITY AND 	
BROADBAND INTERNET SERVICES SHOULD REMAIN CLASSIFIED AS INFORMATION SERVICES
BECAUSE 4ITLE )) CLASSIFICATION WOULD CREATE RISKS FOR INTERNET INVESTMENT AND
INNOVATION WITHOUT HELPING THE &## REACH THEIR GOALS
#OMCAST URGED THAT THE DECISION IN #OMCAST #ORP DID NOT FORECLOSE THE &##S
ABILITY TO REGULATE THE INTERNET
4HE 2EPLY #OMMENTS OF
BOTH 0+ AND &0 RESPOND TO SECTIONS OF #OMCASTS #OMMENTS
 #OMCAST FOCUSED ON AREAS OF INTERNET REGULATION
SUCH AS BROADBAND DISSEMINATION POLE ATTACHMENT RATES hCONSUMER PRIVACY
BROADBAND SERVICES FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES AND PUBLIC SAFETY AND HOMELAND
SECURITYv 0+ POINTED OUT IN ITS 2EPLY #OMMENTS THAT #OMCAST FAILED TO ADDRESS
POSSIBLE STATUTORY SUPPORT FOR ANY OF THE ISSUES RAISED IN #OMCAST #ORP SUCH AS
REGULATING )30S WHO BLOCK LEGAL USER CONTENT AND DO SO WITHOUT DISCLOSURE TO
CONSUMERS 4HE &## ENCOUNTERED A LEVEL OF UNCERTAINTIY WHEN IT REGULATED UNDER
ITS 4ITLE ) ANCILLARY AUTHORITY 0+ EXPLAINED THAT h;T=HE #OMMISSION CANNOT PREPARE
FOR THIS WHOLESALE SHIFT FROM @CONVENTIONAL COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES TO
;)NTERNET 0ROTOCOL=BASED SERVICES WITH A PATCHWORK OF LEGAL THEORIESv
#OMCAST ASSERTED THAT BROADBAND SERVICES ARE PROPERLY CLASSIFIED AS INFORMATION
SERVICES 4HE CLASSIFICATION OF THE INTERNET HAS PROGRESSED THROUGH PAST RULINGS OF
THE &## STARTING WITH THE 3ECOND #OMPUTER )NQUIRY WHICH TOOK PLACE IN 
AND CULMINATING IN THE #ABLE -ODEM /RDER OF  #OMCAST ARGUED THAT
BROADBAND INTERNET SERVICE HAS NOT CHANGED WITHIN THE LAST DECADE THEREFORE THE
CURRENT CLASSIFICATION SHOULD STAND
 #OMMENTS OF #OMCAST #ORPORATION AT  )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET
3ERVICE  &## 2CD  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPSPRODNETWWWNECAORGPUBLICATIONSDOCSWWPDF
COMCASTBBPDF
&0 EXPLAINED IN ITS 2EPLY #OMMENTS THAT THE
RESISTANCE TO CLASSIFYING SOME ASPECTS OF BROADBAND AS TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
 )D AT 
  53# e 
  53# e 
 #OMMENTS OF #OMCAST #ORPORATION AT  )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET
3ERVICE  &## 2CD  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPSPRODNETWWWNECAORGPUBLICATIONSDOCSWWPDF
COMCASTBBPDF
 2EPLY #OMMENTS OF 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE AT  )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET
3ERVICE  &## 2CD  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWPUBLICKNOWLEDGEORGFILESDOCS0+?2EPLY?
#OMMENTS?4HIRD?7AYPDF
 )D AT 
 #OMMENTS OF #OMCAST #ORPORATION AT n )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET
3ERVICE  &## 2CD  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPSPRODNETWWWNECAORGPUBLICATIONSDOCSWWPDF
COMCASTBBPDF
 )N RE !MENDMENT OF 3ECTION  OF THE #OMMNS 2ULES  2EGS 3ECOND #OMPUTER )NQUIRY  &##
D  ee n  	
 )N RE )NQUIRY #ONCERNING (IGH3PEED !CCESS TO THE )NTERNET OVER #ABLE AND /THER &ACILITIES  &##
2CD  e  	
 #OMMENTS OF #OMCAST #ORPORATION AT  )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET
3ERVICE  &## 2CD  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPSPRODNETWWWNECAORGPUBLICATIONSDOCSWWPDF
COMCASTBBPDF 4HE #ABLE -ODEM /RDER TOOK PLACE IN  WHICH WAS BEFORE THE EXISTENCE OF &ACEBOOK
$O YOU THINK THE INTERNET HAS CHANGED SINCE 
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hSTEM FROM A FUNDAMENTAL MISUNDERSTANDING OF THE DEFINITIONS OF
TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICE AND INFORMATION SERVICEv &0 QUOTES DIRECTLY FROM THE
STATUTORY LANGUAGE TO HIGHLIGHT THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TELECOMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION SERVICES &0 DEBUNKED MISCONCEPTIONS HELD BY #OMCAST AND
OTHERS AS TO WHAT THE &## WOULD CONSIDER AS BROADBAND SERVICES FALLING UNDER THE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS HEADING 0+ PROVIDED A CHART IN THEIR 2EPLY #OMMENTS
WHICH OUTLINES SIMILAR EXPLANATIONS ABOUT WHAT BROADBAND SERVICES WILL BE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND WHICH WILL NOT
#OMCAST FEARS THAT BROADBAND INTERNET SERVICES ARE INCOMPATIBLE WITH 4ITLE ))
CLASSIFICATION BECAUSE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE INTERNET AND SERVICES
TRADITIONALLY REGULATED BY 4ITLE ))TELEPHONES #OMCASTS MAIN ARGUMENT IS THAT
THE INTERNET CHANGES SO QUICKLY AS IT DID WHEN IT TRANSITIONED FROM DIALUP TO
WIRELINE TO WIRELESS THAT REGULATION WILL UNNECESSARILY INHIBIT INVESTMENT AND
INNOVATION &0 STATED THAT THE STUDIES
 2EPLY #OMMENTS OF &REE 0RESS AT  )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET 3ERVICE 
&## 2CD  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWFREEPRESSNETFILES&0???REPLIES?FINALPDF
COMMISSIONED BY THE
 3EE  53# e 	 h! TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE OFFERS TO THE PUBLIC THE ABILITY TO @TRANSMIT
BETWEEN OR AMONG POINTS SPECIFIED BY THE USER OF INFORMATION OF THE USERS CHOOSING WITHOUT CHANGE IN THE
FORM OR CONTENT OF THE INFORMATION AS SENT AND RECEIVEDv	
 3EE  53# e 	 !N INFORMATION SERVICE OFFERS hA CAPABILITY FOR GENERATING ACQUIRING STORING
TRANSFORMING PROCESSING RETRIEVING UTILIZING OR MAKING AVAILABLE INFORMATION VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND
INCLUDES ELECTRONIC PUBLISHINGv EXCEPT INSOFAR THAT CAPABILITY IS USED hFOR THE MANAGEMENT CONTROL OR
OPERATION OF A TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM OR THE MANAGEMENT OF A TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICEv	
 2EPLY #OMMENTS OF &REE 0RESS AT  )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET 3ERVICE 
&## 2CD  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWFREEPRESSNETFILES&0???REPLIES?FINALPDF 4HE FALLACY OF
#OMCASTS ARGUMENT IS THAT THEY COUCH THEIR STATUTORY UNDERSTANDING IN THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LANDSCAPE OF
 "Y LOOKING AT THE INTERNET OF  THROUGH THE LENS OF THE INTERNET IN  #OMCASTS POSITION AS WELL AS
THEIR CONFUSION IS REASONABLE (OWEVER THE REAL PROBLEM IS THAT THE INTERNET OF  IS FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT
FROM THE INTERNET OF  7HEN THIS PAPER IS PUBLISHED THE INTERNET WILL LOOK EVEN DIFFERENT FROM THE TIME THAT
#OMCAST #ORP WAS DECIDED )T IS UNTENABLE FOR #OMCAST TO ERRONEOUSLY ASSERT THAT THE INTERNET REMAINS WHAT IT
WAS IN  OR TO EVEN IMPLY THAT THE INTERNET DOES NOT EXPONENTIALLY CHANGE ON A CONTINUAL BASIS
 3EE EG #OMMENT OF 6ERIZON 7IRELESS )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET 3ERVICE
 &## 2CD  	 #OMMENT OF !44 7IRELESS )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET
3ERVICE  &## 2CD  	
 3EE 2EPLY #OMMENTS OF &REE 0RESS AT n )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET 3ERVICE
 &## 2CD  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWFREEPRESSNETFILES&0???REPLIES?FINALPDF STATING THAT
00 6OICE OVER )0 EREADERS WITH WIFI CAPABILITY AND GOOGLE SEARCH ARE CLEARLY INFORMATION SERVICES AS OPPOSED
TO TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES	
 3EE 2EPLY #OMMENTS OF 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE AT n )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND
)NTERNET 3ERVICE  &## 2CD  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWPUBLICKNOWLEDGEORGFILESDOCS0+?2EPLY?
#OMMENTS?4HIRD?7AYPDF STATING BROADBAND INTERNET ACCESS UNBUNDLED BROADBAND INTERNET LOCAL TELEPHONE
SERVICE LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE INTERCONNECTED 6O)0 )NTEGRATED $.3 WILL BE CONSIDERED
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES UNDER A BIFURCATED &## APPROACH TO CLASSIFYING THE INTERNET	
 3EE ID STATING DIALUP INTERNET NONINTERCONNECTED 6O)0 STANDALONE $.3 %DGE CACHING &ACEBOOK
EMAIL INSTANT MESSAGING AND EBOOKS WILL BE CONSIDERED INFORMATION SERVICES	
 #OMMENTS OF #OMCAST #ORPORATION AT  )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET
3ERVICE  &## 2CD  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPSPRODNETWWWNECAORGPUBLICATIONSDOCSWWPDF
COMCASTBBPDF
 )D AT n 1UERY IF THIS DOES NOT CONTRADICT #OMCASTS EARLIER POSITION BUT SEE SUPRA NOTE  AND
ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 #3-' &## 2ECLASSIFICATION ./) %CONOMIC )MPACT !SSESSMENT 	
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4ELECOMMUNICATIONS )NDUSTRY !SSOCIATION h4)!v	 WHICH PROMULGATED THE ANTI
INVESTMENT NATURE OF 4ITLE )) CLASSIFICATION WERE FAULTY &0 EMPHASIZED THAT THE
&##S GOAL IN IMPLEMENTING ITS h4HIRD 7AYv FRAMEWORK IS KEEPING THE STATUS
QUO
% 4HE &## 0ROMULGATES .ET .EUTRALITY ,ITE AND 3UITS !RE &ILED ON "OTH 3IDES
4HE NEXT SECTION WILL OUTLINE A FINAL COMMENT PERIOD THE &##S REGULATION
THAT CAME OUT OF )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET 3ERVICE AND
ITS CONSEQUENCES
)N LIGHT OF #OMCAST #ORP THE &## CRAFTED A PARTIAL .ET .EUTRALITY REGULATION IN
ORDER TO REASSERT ITS PURPORTED REGULATORY AUTHORITY OVER )30S !S IS CLEAR FROM THE
DISCUSSION ABOVE THE CONSEQUENCES OF #OMCAST #ORP RELATING TO THE &##S ABILITY TO
GENERALLY REGULATE BROADBAND INTERNET QUICKLY SURFACED 7ITH #OMCAST #ORPMAKING
A DENT IN THE &##S INTERNET REGULATORY ARMOR )30S BEGAN TO PROPOSE .ET .EUTRALITY
LEGISLATION WHICH THEY HAD BEEN HESITANT TO CRAFT PRE#OMCAST #ORP 0ERHAPS THE
STRANGEST DEVELOPMENT IN THE POST#OMCAST #ORP WORLD WAS THE CONSERVATIVE .ET
.EUTRALITY PROPOSAL SUBMITTED JOINTLY TO THE &## BY 'OOGLE AND 6ERIZON
!FTER THE 'OOGLE6ERIZON PROPOSAL WAS SUBMITTED THE &## RELEASED A 0UBLIC
.OTICE SOLICITING h&URTHER )NQUIRY INTO 4WO 5NDER$EVELOPED )SSUES IN THE /PEN
)NTERNET 0ROCEEDINGv 4HE 0UBLIC .OTICE OFFERED COMMENT ON TWO AREAS
3PECIALIZED 3ERVICES AND /PEN )NTERNET 0RINCIPLES FOR -OBILE 7IRELESS 0LATFORMS
4HE COMMENT ON 3PECIALIZED 3ERVICES IMPLICATED .ET .EUTRALITY IN THE SIX CATEGORIES
SPECIFIED BY THE &## $EFINITIONAL #LARITY 4RUTH IN !DVERTISING $ISCLOSURE .ON
EXCLUSIVITY ,IMIT 3PECIALIZED 3ERVICE /FFERINGS AND 'UARANTEED #APACITY FOR
"ROADBAND )NTERNET !CCESS 3ERVICE 0+ JOINED OTHER 7ASHINGTON $# BASED
NONPROFIT GROUPS LIKE -EDIA !CCESS 0ROJECT h-!0v	 IN SUBMITTING A #OMMENT
UNDER THE HEADING h#OMMENTS OF 0UBLIC )NTEREST #OMMENTERSv
 2EPLY #OMMENTS OF &REE 0RESS AT n )N THE -ATTER OF &RAMEWORK FOR "ROADBAND )NTERNET 3ERVICE
 &## 2CD  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWFREEPRESSNETFILES&0???REPLIES?FINALPDF
4HE PUBLIC
 )D AT  )F ANY ENVIRONMENT WILL ENCOURAGE INVESTMENT DETERRING BEHAVIOR IT IS AN ENVIRONMENT OF
LEGAL UNCERTAINTY LIKE THE KIND PRESENT AFTER #OMCAST #ORP 4HIS IS A FLAW OF RHETORIC SURROUNDING BROADBAND
REGULATION 4HE &## IS ATTEMPTING TO CREATE A SYSTEM OF DEREGULATION FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS BASED BROADBAND
SERVICES HOWEVER TO KEEP THOSE SYSTEMS hNEUTRALv OR OPEN REGULATIONS MUST BE PUT IN PLACE #OMCAST AND
OTHERS MISCONSTRUE THE USE OF REGULATIONS NO MATTER IN WHAT CAPACITY THEY ARE USED AS A TALISMAN FOR STIFLING THE
TRADITIONAL STREAMS OF BROADBAND COMMERCE (OWEVER AS 0+ AND &0 HAVE POINTED OUT SUCH 2EAGANIAN FEARS OF
REGULATION ARE INAPPROPRIATE AND FURTHERMORE JUST THE OPPOSITE IS TRUE )D
 3EE !44 ON #OMCAST !44 ).# HTTPATTPUBLICPOLICYCOMUNCATEGORIZEDATTSTATEMENTON
COMCASTVFCCDECISION LAST VISITED !PR  	 SEE ALSO 6ERIZON AT .EW $EMOCRAT .ETWORK +EYNOTE
6%2):/. #/--5.)#!4)/.3 ).# HTTPPOLICYBLOGVERIZONCOM"LOG0OST2EMARKS6ERIZON%604OM4AUKEAT
.EW$EMOCRAT.ETWORKASPX LAST VISITED !PR  	
 ! *OINT 0ROPOSAL FOR AN /PEN )NTERNET '//',% HTTPGOOGLEPUBLICPOLICYBLOGSPOTCOMJOINT
POLICYPROPOSALFOROPENINTERNETHTML LAST VISITED !PR  	
 &URTHER )NQUIRY INTO 4WO 5NDER$EVELOPED )SSUES IN THE /PEN )NTERNET 0ROCEEDING  &ED 2EG
 3EPT  	 TO BE CODIFIED AT  #&2 PT 	
 )D
 )D AT n
 #OMMENTS OF 0UBLIC )NTEREST #OMMENTERS &URTHER )NQUIRY INTO 4WO 5NDER$EVELOPED )SSUES IN THE
/PEN )NTERNET 0ROCEEDING  &ED 2EG  3EPT  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPNEWAMERICANETSITES
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INTEREST COMMUNITY JOINED TOGETHER FOR THIS #OMMENT OUT OF SHEER FATIGUE FROM
REITERATION OF ITS POINTS 0+ -!0 AND OTHERS CONTINUED TO SUPPORT THE
FRAMEWORK LAID OUT BY THEIR PREVIOUS BRIEFS 2EPLY #OMMENTS AND EVEN THE ORIGINAL
#OMPLAINT AGAINST #OMCAST 4HE GROUP STRESSED THAT THE &## SHOULD hNOT MAKE
ANY DETERMINATIONS WITH REGARD TO SPECIALIZED SERVICES IN THIS PROCEEDING    v
!FTER REVIEWING ALL OF THE COMMENTS THE &## RELEASED ITS 2EPORT AND /RDER hTHE
/RDERv	 OF )N THE -ATTER OF 0RESERVING THE /PEN )NTERNET "ROADBAND )NDUSTRY
0RACTICES 'ENERALLY THE &##S /RDER ATTEMPTS TO KEEP .ET .EUTRALITY INTACT
HOWEVER THERE ARE KEY EXCEPTIONS AND OMISSIONS THAT MAKE THE /RDER SEEM MORE
LIKE .ET .EUTRALITYLITE 4HE KEY PROVISIONS TO THE /RDER RESPOND DIRECTLY TO
#OMCASTS ACTIONS IN #OMCAST #ORP V &## 4HE /RDER PROVIDES THAT FIXED AND
MOBILE BROADBAND PROVIDERS WILL BE TRANSPARENT WITH THEIR NETWORK MANAGEMENT
SERVICES FIXED BROADBAND PROVIDERS WILL NOT BLOCK LAWFUL INTERNET CONTENT OR
SERVICES AND FIXED BROADBAND PROVIDERS CANNOT UNREASONABLY DISCRIMINATE THE
TRANSMISSION OF LAWFUL NETWORK TRAFFIC 4HE /RDERS NOT SO .ET .EUTRALITY FRIENDLY
PROVISIONS AND OMISSIONS ARE THE FOLLOWING WHILE THE TRANSPARENCY PROVISION
APPLIES TO BOTH FIXED AND MOBILE BROADBAND MOBILE BROADBAND HAS LESS RESTRICTIVE
RULES ON BLOCKING SERVICES AND DEVICES AND NO RESTRICTIONS ON UNREASONABLE
DISCRIMINATION OF NETWORK TRAFFIC &URTHER MANAGED SERVICES ARE STILL ALLOWED
NEWAMERICANETFILESPROFILESATTACHMENTS0UBLIC?)NTEREST?.ETWORK?.EUTRALITY?#OMMENTSPDF 0+ AND -!0
WERE JOINED BY THE "ENTON &OUNDATION #ENTER FOR -EDIA *USTICE #ONSUMERS 5NION AND .EW !MERICA
&OUNDATION
4HE OVERALL STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF THE /RDER MATCHES VERY CLOSELY AND SOME
COMMENTATORS SAY hQUOTEv THE 'OOGLE6ERIZON PROPOSED .ET .EUTRALITY LEGISLATION

4HE 0UBLIC )NTEREST #OMMENTERS HAVE ANSWERED THE QUESTIONS SET OUT FOR COMMENT IN THE 0UBLIC
.OTICE NOT ONLY IN THEIR RESPECTIVE FILINGS IN THE INITIAL AND REPLY COMMENT ROUNDS IN THESE
DOCKETS BUT ALSO IN THE #OMMISSIONS h4HIRD 7AYv "ROADBAND &RAMEWORK PROCEEDING WITH
THEIR RESPECTIVE INITIAL AND REPLY COMMENTS FILED IN THAT SEPARATE DOCKET
)D AT 
 )D
 )D AT 
 0RESERVING THE /PEN )NTERNET  &## 2CD  	 REPORT AND ORDER	
 3EE-ATTHEW ,ASAR )TS (ERE &## !DOPTS .ET .EUTRALITY LITE	 !23 4%#(.)#! HTTPARSTECHNICACOM
TECHPOLICYNEWSITSHEREFCCADOPTSNETNEUTRALITYLITEARSUTM?SOURCERSSUTM?MEDIUMRSSUTM?
CAMPAIGNRSS LAST VISITED !PR  	  h;4HE -EDIA !CCESS 0ROJECT=    CANNOT SUPPORT THE WATEREDDOWN
LOOPHOLE RIDEN OPTION THAT THE &## APPEARS TO HAVE CHOSEN    v	
 .OTICE OF !PPEAL AT  6ERIZON V &EDERAL #OMMUNICATIONS #OMMISSION .O  $# #IR
*AN  	
 0RESERVING THE /PEN )NTERNET  &## 2CD  ee n 	 REPORT AND ORDER	
 )D AT ee n
 0RIORITIZED )NTERNET 0ROTOCOL SERVICES SOLD BY THE )30 OVER THE LASTMILE BROADBAND PIPE
 3EE .ATE !NDERSON7HY %VERYONE (ATES .EW .ET .EUTRALITY 2ULES%VEN .ET .EUTRALITY 3UPPORTERS !23
4%#(.)#! HTTPARSTECHNICACOMTECHPOLICYNEWSWHYEVERYONEHATESNEWNETNEUTRALITYRULES
EVEN.ET.EUTRALITYSUPPORTERSARS LAST VISITED !PR  	 REPORTING THAT 4HE NEW BUT NOTYETPROPERLY
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MENTIONED ABOVE 4HEREFORE IT IS SOMEWHAT SURPRISING THAT 6ERIZON IS NOW SUING
THE &## FOR PUTTING ITS /RDER INTO EFFECT
4HERE HAVE BEEN MULTIPLE LEGAL CHALLENGES TO THE &##S NEWLY RELEASED /RDER ON
BOTH SIDES OF THE IDEOLOGICAL SPECTRUM 4HESE CHALLENGES COME FROM BOTH )30S
6ERIZON AND -ETRO0#3 AS WELL AS PUBLIC INTEREST GROUPS IN FAVOR OF .ET .EUTRALITY
SUCH AS &REE 0RESS 6ERIZONS CHALLENGE SPECIFICALLY SPOKE TO THE &##S AUTHORITY TO
CRAFT SUCH AN ORDER AT ALL 6ERIZONS ORIGINAL JOINT .ET .EUTRALITY PROPOSAL WITH
'OOGLE CALLED ON #ONGRESS TO PASS LEGISLATION TO ASSURE THAT THE .ET .EUTRALITY
PROPOSAL WOULD BE JUDICIALLY ENFORCEABLE &REE 0RESS ARGUED THAT THE /RDER WAS
ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS BASED UPON THE DISTINCTION MADE BETWEEN FIXED AND MOBILE
BROADBAND THEREFORE THE /RDER SHOULD BE STRUCK DOWN OR THE DISTINCTION SHOULD BE
REMOVED !LL OF THE SUITS WERE FILED IN DIFFERENT JURISDICTIONS HOWEVER IN AN EFFORT
TO CONSOLIDATE THE LAWSUITS A RANDOM LOTTERY PERFORMED BY THE COURTS CHOSE THE
$# #IRCUIT AS THE VENUE WHERE ALL THE PETITIONS FOR REVIEW OF THE /RDER WOULD BE
HEARD
V. Analysis 
7ITH THESE PETITIONS LOOMING WE CAN NOW EXPLORE WHERE THE &## MIGHT
BE ABLE TO TURN THE .ET .EUTRALITY TABLES BACK IN ITS FAVOR FIRST IN TERMS OF BETTER
GROUNDING ITS CLAIM OF ANCILLARY AUTHORITY AND SECOND LOOKING AT WHAT #ONGRESS HAS
DONE AND CAN DO
.ET .EUTRALITY WILL BREAK FREE OF THE UNCERTAINTY DESCRIBED ABOVE IF THE &##
ADEQUATELY DESCRIBES ITS AUTHORITY OVER THE INTERNET TO THE COURTS OR #ONGRESS CRAFTS
SPECIFIC LEGISLATION 4HERE IS A RECURRING PATTERN HERE AN )30 INTERACTS WITH THE
INTERNET IN A WAY THAT THE &## DEEMS INAPPROPRIATE THE &## ATTEMPTS TO CHANGE
THE BEHAVIOR OF THE )30 BY EITHER RULEMAKING OR ADJUDICATION THE )30 APPEALS TO THE
 .ATE !NDERSON 7HY IS 6ERIZON 3UING /VER .ET .EUTRALITY 2ULES IT /NCE 3UPPORTED !23 4%#(.)#!
HTTPARSTECHNICACOMTECHPOLICYNEWSVERIZONSUESOVERNETNEUTRALITYRULESITONCE
SUPPORTEDARSUTM?SOURCERSSUTM?MEDIUMRSSUTM?CAMPAIGNRSS LAST VISITED !PR  	
 )D
 3EE EG 6ERIZON V &## .O  $# #IR FILED 3EPT  	 &REE 0RESS V &##  53! .O
 ST #IR FILED 3EPT  	 0EOPLES 0RODUCTION (OUSE V &##  53! .O  AG ND #IR FILED
3EPT  	 -EDIA -OBILIZING 0ROJECT V &##  53! .O  RD #IR FILED 3EPT  	 -OUNTAIN
!REA )NFO .ETWORK V &##  53! .O  TH #IR FILED 3EPT  	 !CCESS (UMBOLDT V &## 
53! .O  TH #IR FILED 3EPT  	
 3EE !NDERSON SUPRA NOTE  REPORTING 6ERIZON WAS DEEPLY CONCERNED BY THE &##gS ASSERTION OF
BROAD AUTHORITY FOR SWEEPING NEW REGULATION OF BROADBAND NETWORKS AND THE )NTERNET ITSELF 7E BELIEVE THIS
ASSERTION OF AUTHORITY GOES WELL BEYOND ANY AUTHORITY PROVIDED BY #ONGRESS AND CREATES UNCERTAINTY FOR THE
COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY INNOVATORS INVESTORS AND CONSUMERS	
 )D
 0ETITION &OR 2EVIEW AT  &REE 0RESS V &EDERAL #OMMUNICATIONS #OMMISSION  5NITED 3TATES OF
!MERICA .O  ST #IR 3EPT  	 SEE ALSO .ATE !NDERSON .ET .EUTRALITY 3UPPORTERS &ILE ,AWSUIT
!GAINST .ET .EUTRALITY 2ULES !23 4%#(.)#! HTTPARSTECHNICACOMTECHPOLICYNEWSNETNEUTRALITY
BACKERSFILELAWSUITAGAINSTNETNEUTRALITYRULESARS LAST VISITED !PR  	
 3EE !MY 3CHATZ .ET .EUTRALITY #ASE (EADS TO $# #IRCUIT #OURT $)')4373* ",/'3 /CT   
0-	 HTTPBLOGSWSJCOMDIGITSNETNEUTRALITYCASEHEADSTODCCIRCUITCOURT STATING THAT THE
PUBLIC INTEREST COMMUNITY WAS INTERESTED IN HAVING THEIR PETITIONS HEARD IN A VENUE OTHER THAN THE $# #IRCUIT
BECAUSE OF THE UNFRIENDLY RULING THAT CAME DOWN IN #OMCAST #ORP V &##	
!96B (DAD;8:C:G
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$# $ISTRICT #OURT 4HIS ANALYSIS WILL EXPLORE WAYS TO STOP THIS SERIES OF EVENTS FROM
INFINITE REPETITION 4HE FIRST SECTION WILL EXAMINE PARTS OF THE OPINION FROM #OMCAST
#ORP V &## WHERE THE COURT OFFERS HINTS TO THE &## OF WHERE IT SHOULD LOOK TO
MORE ADEQUATELY GROUND ITS AUTHORITY OVER THE INTERNET 4HIS WILL HELP PREDICT
WHETHER THE &## CAN FIND SUCCESS IN THE $# #IRCUITS REVIEW OF THEIR /PEN
)NTERNET /RDER 3ECOND IT IS WORTH EXPLORING #ONGRESSIONAL ACTION IN THIS AREA NO
MATTER WHAT TRANSPIRES WITH THE &##S ANCILLARY AUTHORITY )S #ONGRESS OUR ONLY
HOPE FOR .ET .EUTRALITY (AS #ONGRESS BEEN TRYING TO PASS A .ET .EUTRALITY BILL AND
IF SO IS THERE ANY HOPE IT WILL PASS 4HE PLAUSIBILITY OF .ET .EUTRALITY IN A CODIFIED
FORM WILL DEPEND WHAT ACTION CAN BE TAKEN BY EITHER THE &## OR #ONGRESS
! 4HE $# #IRCUIT #OURT IN #OMCAST #ORP V &## (INTED AT !REAS IN THE
4ELECOMMUNICATIONS !CT 7HERE THE &## #AN 0ROPERLY 'ROUND ITS !UTHORITY OVER THE
)NTERNET
)N #OMCAST #ORP THE COURT DID NOT COMPLETELY SHUT THE DOOR ON THE &##S ABILITY TO
REGULATE )30S THROUGH USE OF ANCILLARY AUTHORITY 4HE COURT OFFERED THE &##
SUGGESTIONS AS TO HOW IT CAN BETTER FORMULATE ARGUMENTS FOR ANCILLARY AUTHORITY
&IRST THE COURT INSTRUCTED h;P=ERHAPS THE #OMMISSION COULD USE SECTION B	 OR
SECTION  TO DEMONSTRATE SUCH A CONNECTION ;WITH 4ITLE )) ))) OR 6) OF THE
4ELECOMMUNICATIONS !CT= BUT THAT IS NOT HOW IT EMPLOYS THEM HEREv )T IS
UNLIKELY THAT THE COURT WOULD HAVE SUGGESTED THAT THE &## LOOK FURTHER INTO HOW
THESE POLICY STATEMENTS REFLECT ACTUAL GRANTS OF AUTHORITY TO OTHER 4ITLES OF THE !CT IF
SUCH A SEARCH WOULD BE ENTIRELY FRUITLESS )N THE &##S h4HIRD 7AYv PROPOSAL A
BIFURCATED CLASSIFICATION OF THE INTERNET WOULD EXPLICITLY IMPLICATE 4ITLE )) IN THIS
AREA
4HE CASES ON WHICH THE &## RELIED ALBEIT FALSELY TO SUPPORT THEIR USE OF ANCILLARY
AUTHORITY WERE INAPPLICABLE BECAUSE THE COURT DETERMINED THAT THE &##S REGULATORY
AUTHORITY IN THOSE CASES WAS ACTUALLY GROUNDED IN SUBSTANTIVE 4ITLES OF THE !CT NOT
4ITLE ) ANCILLARY AUTHORITY
4HEREFORE THE SECTIONS REFERENCED BY THE COURT MUST BE PRESENTED IN A WAY
THAT TIES THEM TO 4ITLE )) EVEN IF A FORMAL RECLASSIFICATION OF THE INTERNET DOES NOT
TAKE PLACE
 (OWEVER THE POLICIES LAID OUT IN SECTION B	 AND
SECTION  OF THE !CT WOULD BE TOOTHLESS IF THEY COULD NOT APPLY IN A SITUATION SUCH AS
THIS ONE WHICH IS SO PERFECTLY FORMED FOR THEIR IMPLICATION 4HE COURT ERRONEOUSLY
IMPOSED A STRICT BURDEN ON THE &## BECAUSE IT FEARED THAT THE BROAD LANGUAGE
CONTAINED IN SECTION B	 AND SECTION  COULD SUPPORT ALMOST ANY REGULATION OF
4ITLE )) ))) OR 6) SERVICES
  &D  $# #IR 	
4HE SLIPPERY SLOPE OF AN &## WHICH HAS hUNTRAMMELED
 )D AT n
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT 4HE COURT STATED THAT h3OUTHWESTERN #ABLE -IDWEST
6IDEO ) -IDWEST 6IDEO ))    BAR THIS EXPANSIVE THEORY OF ANCILLARY AUTHORITYv #OMCAST #ORP  &D AT 
 3EE SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 #OMCAST #ORP  &D AT 
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FREEDOM TO REGULATE ACTIVITIES OVER WHICH THE STATUTE FAILS TO CONFER    #OMMISSION
AUTHORITYv
4HE COURT EXPLAINED THAT THE &##S ARGUMENTS CONCERNING SECTION  CANNOT BE
REACHED ON THE MERITS BECAUSE THOSE ARGUMENTS DO NOT REFLECT THE ORIGINAL ANALYSIS
BY THE &## IN THEIR /RDER
IS NOT THE CAUSE FOR JUDICIAL VEXATION (OWEVER WHAT SHOULD BE
TROUBLING IS AN INDUSTRY OF )30 ON THE VANGUARD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS WHICH
EFFECTIVELY LACK OVERSIGHT FROM A REGULATORY AGENCY WHOSE STATED PURPOSE IMPLIES
THEIR REGULATION OF SUCH ENTITIES
 4HE &##S ARGUMENT OF ANCILLARY AUTHORITY THROUGH
SECTION  FOCUSES ON WHETHER BLOCKING CERTAIN TRAFFIC ON #OMCASTS INTERNET
SERVICE TRANSFERRED THE BURDEN OF THAT SERVICE TO OTHER )30S WHO WERE SUBJECT TO 4ITLE
)) ON A COMMON CARRIER BASIS HOWEVER THE COURT STATED THE RELEVANT LANGUAGE OF
SECTION  h;A=LL CHARGES PRACTICES CLASSIFICATIONS AND REGULATIONS FOR AND IN
CONNECTION WITH ;COMMON CARRIER= SERVICE SHALL BE JUST AND REASONABLEv 4HIS
SPEAKS DIRECTLY TO THE ARGUMENTS MADE IN THE PARAGRAPH ABOVE THE &## MUST COUCH
ITS ARGUMENTS IN 4ITLE )) WHETHER OR NOT A FORMAL RECLASSIFICATION OR BIFURCATION OF
THE INTERNET HAS TAKEN PLACE 7HILE THE COURT REJECTED THE IDEA THAT "RAND 8 DECIDED
DEFINITIVELY WHERE ANCILLARY AUTHORITY COULD BE USED REGARDING THE INTERNET THE &##
SHOULD RETURN TO "RAND 8 TO ARGUE THAT INCREMENTALLY REVISITING ITS CLASSIFCATION OF
INFORMATIONSERVICE PROVIDERS IS PROPER AND WOULD EXTEND 4ITLE )) AUTHORITY TO THE
TELECOMMUNICATIONSBASED ASPECTS OF THE INTERNET
7HAT IS CLEAR IS THAT AT THE VERY LEAST THE &## NEEDS TO ADDRESS THE COURTS
SUGGESTIONS BY BUTTRESSING ITS CLAIM OF AUTHORITY WHETHER ANCILLARY OR NOT IN EITHER
4ITLE )) ))) OR 6) OF THE 4ELECOMMUNICATIONS !CT 4ITLE )) WHERE THE INTERNET USED
TO BE HOUSED IS THE MOST REASONABLE OPTION WITH THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY FOR
SUCCESS )F IT IS TOO LATE TO SAVE THE &##S /PEN )NTERNET /RDER FROM THE $# #IRCUIT
CHOPPING BLOCK THIS APPROACH MAY BE VIABLE FOR FUTURE REGULATORY ATTEMPTS
" ! #ONGRESSIONAL !TTEMPT AT .ET .EUTRALITY
4HE #OMCAST #ORP SAGA GOT THE ATTENTION OF SOME MEMBERS OF #ONGRESS AND LED TO
THE )NTERNET &REEDOM "ROADBAND 0ROMOTION AND #ONSUMER 0ROTECTION !CT OF
 hTHE "ILLv	 PROPOSED BY 3ENATORS -ARIA #ANTWELL $7!	 AND !L &RANKEN
$-.	 4HE "ILL WOULD DIRECTLY AMEND THE #OMMUNICATIONS !CT OF 
&RANKEN TOOK ISSUE WITH THE &##S /PEN )NTERNET /RDER AND THE "ILL HAS PROVISIONS
FOCUSED ON COMBATING )30 CONDUCT THAT CONTRAVENES .ET .EUTRALITY
 )D AT  QUOTING .ATL !SSN OF 2EGULATORY 5TIL #OMMRS V &ED #OMMCN #OMMN  5NITED
3TATES OF !MERICA  &D   $# #IR 		
&IRST THE "ILL
 )D AT 
 )D QUOTING  53# e B		
 .ATL #ABLE  4ELECOMMS !SSN V "RAND 8 )NTERNET 3ERV  53   	
 3  TH #ONG ST 3ESS 	
 )D AT e 
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DOES NOT DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN FIXED AND MOBILE BROADBAND 3ECOND THE BILL IS
COMPREHENSIVE IN FORBIDDING )30S FROM UNJUSTLY BLOCKING ACCESS DEVICES
COMPETITION AND CONTENT AND ENGAGING IN DISCRIMINATION PREFERENCE PRIORITIZED
CONTENT INTERFERING NETWORK FEATURES OR REFUSING TO INTERCONNECT 4HERE IS STILL
ROOM FOR REASONABLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT HOWEVER THE "ILL MAKES SURE THAT )30S
ACTIONS ARE TRANSPARENT 4HE "ILL CODIFIES PRINCIPLES THAT THE &## ORIGINALLY
PROPOSED IN ITS  .02- FOR )N THE -ATTER OF 0RESERVING THE /PEN )NTERNET
"ROADBAND )NDUSTRY 0RACTICES
3ENATOR #ANTWELL SEES THE "ILL AS WORKING IN TANDEM WITH THE &##S /RDER
)N EFFECT THIS "ILL WOULD MAP OUT THE RULES OF THE
ROAD FOR )30S USE OF THE INTERNET
 )N
4ITLE )) OF THE 4ELECOMMUNICATIONS !CT THE "ILL INSERTS A NEW SECTION THAT PUTS THE
INTERNET FIRMLY IN THE REGULATORY GRASP OF THE &## /PERATING UNDER 4ITLE )) THE
&## WOULD NO LONGER HAVE TO TRY AND JUSTIFY ANCILLARY AUTHORITY 7HILE #ANTWELL
BELIEVES IN THE &##S AUTHORITY TO CREATE ITS MOST RECENT /RDER AS A STRINGENT .ET
.EUTRALITY SUPPORTER SHE CAN ONLY SEE THIS "ILL AS SOLIDIFYING THE &## AS THE
INTERNETS ARBITER 7ITH &REE 0RESS AND 0UBLIC +NOWLEDGE IN FIRM AGREEMENT WITH
THE "ILL THIS PARTICULAR LEGISLATION SEEMS LIKE THE ANSWER TO SAVING .ET .EUTRALITY
#URRENTLY THE SUCCESS OF THE "ILL IS TROUBLINGLY UNLIKELY .OTHING HAS HAPPENED
WITH THE "ILL SINCE THE DAY IT WAS INTRODUCED TO #ONGRESS 4HIS WAS THE SAME FATE
AS AN EARLIER .ET .EUTRALITY BILL 4HE )NTERNET &REEDOM 0RESERVATION !CT OF 
4HE PROBLEM IS SIMILAR TO THE REALITY FACING NEARLY ALL OTHER PIECES OF ST CENTURY
&EDERAL LEGISLATION PARTISANSHIP AND MISCONCEPTION 2EPUBLICANS IN #ONGRESS LIKE
2EPRESENTATIVE -ARSHA "LACKBURN 24.	 OSTENSIBLY CANNOT FATHOM .ET .EUTRALITY
BECAUSE IT IS INDUSTRY STIFLING REGULATION
 3EE 3  AT e M		!	 DEFINING "ROADBAND )NTERNET !CCESS AS hTHE ABILITY FOR AN END USER TO
TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE DATA TO THE INTERNET USING )NTERNET 0ROTOCOL AT PEAK DOWNLOAD DATA TRANSFER RATES IN EXCESS
OF  KILOBITS PER SECOND THROUGH AN ALWAYSON CONNECTION    v	
)N THE (OUSE "LACKBURN HAS GONE SO FAR
AS TO PRESENT HER OWN BILL THE )NTERNET &REEDOM !CT WHICH WOULD REVERSE THE &##S
 )D AT e C	
 )D AT e D	  F	
 .OTICE OF 0ROPOSED 2ULEMAKING  &## 2CD  r n 	 OPEN INTERNET .02-	
 3EE #ANTWELL .ET .EUTRALITY %SSENTIAL TO 0ROMOTING )NNOVATION AND 0ROTECTING #ONSUMERS -!2)!
#!.47%,, *AN  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPCANTWELLSENATEGOVNEWSRECORDCFMID LAST VISITED !PR
 	 h4HE ACTIONS THAT THE &## AND #ONGRESS TAKE NOW WILL SET THE GROUND RULES FOR COMPETITION ON THE
BROADBAND )NTERNET IMPACTING INNOVATION INVESTMENT AND JOBS FOR YEARS TO COMEv	
 3  AT e 




 "),, 35--!29  34!453 4( #/.'2%33 n	 3  !,, #/.'2%33)/.!, !#4)/.3
HTTPTHOMASLOCGOVCGIBINBDQUERYZD3.   8 LAST VISITED !PR  	
 (2  TH #ONG ST 3ESS 	 /N THE DAY THE BILL WAS INTRODUCED IT WAS REFERRED TO
COMMITTEE 4HAT WAS THE LAST ACTION TAKEN ON THIS BILL JUST LIKE 3ENATORS &RANKEN AND #ANTWELLS "ILL
 3EE "LACKBURN &ILES )NTERNET &REEDOM !CT -!23(! ",!#+"52. *AN  	 HTTPBLACKBURNHOUSE
GOV.EWS$OCUMENT3INGLEASPX$OCUMENT)$ LAST VISITED !PR  	 h)N THESE TIMES FOR AN
UNELECTED BUREAUCRACY WITH DUBIOUS JURISTICTION ;SIC= AND MISSPLACED ;SIC= MOTIVES TO UNILATERALLY REGUALTE ;SIC=
THAT ;ECONOMIC= GROWTH IS INTOLERABLEv	
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RECENT /RDER AND AFFIRMATIVELY ABROGATE ALL &## AUTHORITY OVER THE INTERNET 4HE
PARTISANSHIP IS BLATANT WHEN JUST LOOKING AT THE TITLES OF THE TWO (OUSE .ET
.EUTRALITY BILLS WITH OPPOSITE EFFECTS )NTERNET &REEDOM !CT -ARSHA "LACKBURN 2
4.	 AND 4HE )NTERNET &REEDOM 0RESERVATION !CT %DWARD -ARKEY $-!	 4HEY
MUST BE SPEAKING ABOUT DIFFERENT TYPES OF &REEDOM ,UCKILY "LACKBURNS BILL MADE
IT NO FURTHER THAN ANY OTHER .ET .EUTRALITY LEGISLATION EITHER $EMOCRAT OR
2EPUBLICAN %VEN IN THE PASSING OF THE &##S /RDER THREE DEMOCRAT
COMMISSIONERS PUSHED THE /RDER THROUGH ON TOP OF TWO REPUBLICAN COMMISSIONERS
NAYS
VI. Conclusion 
) ONLY TOUCH ON THE PARTISANSHIP ISSUE BECAUSE THE CORRECT ANSWERS AND
RHETORIC BOTH FOR AND AGAINST .ET .EUTRALITY HAVE BEEN WRITTEN HOWEVER THE
POLITICAL CLIMATE WILL PROBABLY MAKE IT IMPOSSIBLE TO EVER GET A VOTE 4HEREFORE AS
DISCUSSED ABOVE THE &## MUST FIRMLY RETAKE ITS AUTHORITY OVER THE INTERNET IT
CLEARLY HAS THE TOOLS TO DO SO
.ETWORK .EUTRALITY IS VITAL TO THE FUTURE OF THE INTERNET 3INCE THE FILING OF &0 AND
0+S #OMPLAINT AGAINST #OMCAST THE &## HAS STRUGGLED TO RETAIN AUTHORITY OVER THE
INTERNET )NTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS ARE CHOMPING AT THE BIT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THE COURTS RULING IN #OMCAST #ORP V &## FOR THEIR OWN FINANCIAL GAIN (OWEVER
BOTH THE &## AND #ONGRESS HAVE THE POWER TO KEEP THE INTERNET OPEN VIBRANT AND
VIABLE 4HE &## AND #ONGRESS MUST USE THEIR RESPECTIVE TOOLS TO INSTITUTE A PROPER
.ET .EUTRALITY FRAMEWORK 4HIS COUNTRY TOUTS ITS COMMITMENT TO THE PRINCIPLES OF
FREEDOM AS ONE ITS DEFINING QUALITIES THAT COMMITMENT MUST EXTEND TO THE INTERNET
 (2  TH #ONG 	 7ITH FEAR THAT HER BILL WOULD NOT PASS "LACKBURN AND OTHER 2EPUBLICANS
IN BOTH THE (OUSE AND 3ENATE DECIDED TO UTILIZE THE ESOTERIC #ONGRESSIONAL 2EVIEW !CT h#2!v	 4HE #2!
ALLOWS FOR #ONGRESS TO QUICKLY OVERTURN ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS WITH RESOLUTIONS THAT ARE PASSED WITH SIMPLE
MAJORITIES IN BOTH THE (OUSE AND THE 3ENATE AND SIGNED BY THE 0RESIDENT (OWEVER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